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Bond-order and charge-density waves in the isotropic interacting two-dimensional quarter-filled
band and the insulating state proximate to organic superconductivity
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We report three surprising results regarding the nature of the spatial broken symmetries in the two-
dimensional~2D!, quarter-filled band with strong electron-electron interactions that provides a microscopic
model of the 2:1 cationic organic charge-transfer solids~CTS’s!. First, in direct contradiction to the predictions
of one-electron theory, we find a coexisting ‘‘bond-order and charge-density wave’’~BCDW! insulating
ground state in the 2D rectangular lattice forall anisotropies, including the isotropic limit. Second, in contrast
to the interacting half-filled band, which exhibits one singlet-to-antiferromagnet~AFM! transition as the inter-
chain coupling is increased from zero, there occur in the interacting quarter-filled band two distinct transitions:
a similar singlet-to-antiferromagnet/spin-density wave~AFM/SDW! transition at small interchain coupling,
giving rise to a bond-charge-spin density wave~BCSDW! state, followed by a second AFM/SDW-to-singlet
transition at large interchain coupling. Third, we show that our conclusions remain unchanged if one assumes
the conventional ‘‘effective 1/2-filled’’ lattice of dimer sites for the CTS’s: the dimer lattice unconditionally
dimerizes again to give the same BCDW found in the quarter-filled band. We make detailed comparisons to
recent experiments in the tetramethyl-tetrathiafulvalene~TMTTF!, tetramethyl-tetraselenafulvalene~TMTSF!,
bisethylenedithio-tetrathiafulvalene~BEDT-TTF! and bisethylenedithio-tetraselenafulvalene~BETS!-based
CTS’s. Our theory explains the mixed charge-spin density waves observed in TMTSF and certain BEDT-TTF
systems, as well as the absence of antiferromagnetism in the BETS-based systems. An important consequence
of this work is the suggestion that organic superconductivity is related to the proximate Coulomb-induced
BCDW, with the SDW that coexists for large anisotropies being also a consequence of the BCDW, rather than
the driver of superconductivity. We point out that the BCDW and BCSDW states are analogous to four
different classes of ‘‘paired’’ semiconductors that are obtained within certain models of exotic superconduc-
tivity. That all four of these models can in principle give rise to superconductivity in the weakly incommen-
surate regime provides further motivation for the notion that the BCDW may be driving the superconductivity
in the organics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Theoretical discussions of spatial broken symmetries
strongly correlated electron systems have largely focused
the 1/2-filled band Mott-Hubbard semiconductor. The on
dimensional~1D! case has been widely discussed in the c
text of polyacetylene.1,2 Here it is known that Coulomb
electron-electron (e-e) interactions can strongly enhance t
2kF (kF5one-electron Fermi wave vector! bond alternation
expected within the Peierls purely electron-phonon (e-ph)
coupled model, giving rise to a periodic modulation of t
bond-order, a bond-order wave~BOW!. In the limit of very
strong on-site Coulomb interaction, the BOW instability
usually referred to as the spin-Peierls~SP! instability. In the
presence of intersite Coulomb interactions, and for cer
relative values of the on-site and intersite interaction para
eters, a charge-density wave~CDW!, periodic modulation of
the site charge density, can be the dominant instability.3 The
BOW and the CDW occur in largely nonoverlapping regio
of the parameter space and compete against each oth3–6

True antiferromagnetism~AFM!—i.e., a long-range orde
~LRO! 2kF spin-density wave~SDW!—is absent in for spin-
PRB 620163-1829/2000/62~20!/13400~26!/$15.00
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rotationally invariant models in 1D, and the ground state
dominated by singlet spin coupling, which favors the BO
over the SDW. Two dimensionality is thus essential for t
SDW.

The 1/2-filled isotropic two-dimensional~2D! case has
been investigated in great detail in recent years~mostly for
the case of large intrasite Hubbard interaction but zero in
site interaction!,7 as this limiting case is known to describ
the parent semiconductor compounds of copper-oxide ba
high-temperature superconductors. The BOW instability t
characterizes the 1D chain is destabilized in 2D by Coulo
interaction,8–10 and the dominant broken symmetry here
the 2kF SDW, with periodic modulation of the spin densit
Most recently, it has been demonstrated that this SDW s
appears for the smallest nonzero interchain hopping
weakly coupled 1/2-filled band chains,11 in agreement with
previous renormalization-group~RG! calculations.12,13 As in
1D,6 there is no CDW-SDW coexistence in 2D.8–10 The ab-
sence of coexistence between the BOW and SDW for
1/2-filled band in both 1D and 2D can be readily understo
intuitively: the BOW requires spin-singlet coupling betwe
alternate nearest-neighbor spins, which clearly has to dis
pear in the SDW. An alternate way of viewing this is
13 400 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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observe that the probability of charge-transfer to the left a
to the right in the AFM are exactly equal, and therefore
SDW cannot coexist with the BOW. On the other hand, b
the BOW and the SDW require that the site occupancies
electrons are strictly uniform, and thus neither the 1D BO
nor the 2D SDW will coexist with the CDW.

Coupled 1/2-filled band chains have also been discus
within the context of the so-called ladder systems.14 Whether
or not a givenn-leg ladder system, for smalln, exhibits the
BOW now depends on whethern is odd or even. This feature
of the ladder systems could have been anticipated from
physics of the odd versus evenS Heisenberg chains.15 Thus
at least for the simplest monatomic lattices, ground state
the 1/2-filled band are known: the BOW, CDW, and SD
phases compete against one another and do not coexist
2D behavior emerges for the smallest 2D coupling.

In contrast to the 1/2-filled band, broken symmetries
non-1/2-filled bands with stronge-e interactions have bee
investigated primarily in 1D limit16–20 or at most in the
quasi-1D regime of weak interchain coupling.21 This empha-
sis likely arises from the theoretical preconception that fin
one-electron hopping between chains destroys the nes
feature that characterizes the 1D limit, leading necessaril
the restoration of the metallic phase.22 A recent work has
examined coupled chains in the limit of weake-e
interactions.23 The weak-coupling approximation employe
in Ref. 23 reproduces the loss of nesting predicted wit
band theory. While the continuum renormalization-gro
calculations16,17 predicted CDW-SDW coexistence forin-
commensurateband fillings, early quantum Monte Carlo ca
culations for the 1/4-filled band failed to find th
coexistence.19 Many more recent numerical simulations o
discrete finite systems assume the absence of coexist
between the 2kF BOW, the 2kF CDW and the 2kF SDW that
characterizes that 1/2-filled band also applies to the non-
filled bands. Indeed, it is often assumed that the CDW
driven by thee-ph interactions and the SDW bye-e interac-
tions and that their effects are competing. This assumptio
made despite the result mentioned above that already in
simplest case of the 1D 1/2-filled band,e-e ande-ph inter-
action effects are known not to be competing but to act i
cooperative way to give the enhanced 2kF BOW.1

Recently, we have begun a systematic study of the na
of the broken symmetry ground states in the 2D 1/4-fil
band on an anisotropic rectangular lattice with bothe-ph and
e-e interactions.24,25 Earlier work by us had already esta
lished thecooperativecoexistence between the BOW and t
period 4 ‘‘2kF’’ CDW in the 1D 1/4-filled band, with each
broken symmetry enhancing the other, for bo
noninteracting26 and interacting27 electrons. The latter result
have been subsequently confirmed by Riera and Poilblan28

In the more recent work24,25we have demonstrated an appa
ently unique feature of the 1/4-filled band: namely, the c
existence of the BOW-CDW with the period 4 ‘‘2kF’’ SDW,
giving rise to a coupled bond-charge-spin density wa
~BCSDW! that appears for weak interchain electron trans
between chains.

In the present paper, we extend our calculations to the
range of anisotropies, from uncoupled chains to an isotro
2D lattice. We include both the Su-Schrieffer-Heeger (SSH)
intersite phonons that drive a BOW,2 and the Holstein pho-
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nons that drive a CDW.29 We list three primary motivations
for this extension.25 First, the cooperative coexistence b
tween the BOW and the 2kF SDW found in the 1/4-filled
band forweak interchain transfer is exactly opposite to th
competition between the 2kF BOW and the 2kF SDW ~with
the latter dominating for nonzero interchain transfer! in the
1/2-filled band. It is then immediately natural to ask what t
nature of the ground state is forstronginterchain hopping of
electrons in the 1/4-filled band. Second, from a more gen
theoretical perspective, whether or not the vanishing of d
sity waves that is predicted by one-electron nesting id
remains true for strongly correlated electrons is of consid
able general interest. Finally, our results are likely to ha
relevance to experimental observations in the orga
charge-transfer solids~CTS’s!, including those that exhibit
superconductivity.30–32

Our investigations yield the surprising result that the c
existing bond-charge density wave~BCDW! persists as the
ground state of the strongly correlated 1/4-filled band in
for all values of the interchain electron transfer, includi
the isotropic limit. We show that this result can be und
stood physically as a consequence of interchain confinem
arising from strong intrachain Coulomb interactions.33–35

The SDW component of the BCSDW, on the other ha
attains a maximum amplitude at some intermediate in
chain transfer, after which it typically vanishes at a critic
value of the transfer.

In order to discuss applications of results to real materi
including the 2:1 cationic CTS, we need to clarify an impo
tant aspect of our approachvis-a-vismost previous work on
models of these materials. In our above discussion of b
filling, ‘‘1/4-filled’’ is defined in the usual manner: namely
in the absence of the BCDW, the lattice is uniform in at le
one direction, and the average density of electronsper siteis
1/2. In real materials, crystal structure effects often caus
lattice dimerization that is unrelated to any underlying ele
tronic or magnetic instability~see below!.36 As shown in Fig.
1~a!, this dimerization leads to a gap in the single electr
spectrum atkF5p/2a, and consequently suggests using
effective 1/2-filled band model that focuses on the up
subband. In real space terms, this approximation amoun
considering the system as a set of~tightly bound! dimers
~i.e., a diatomic lattice! with one electron perdimer site, as
shown in Fig. 1~b!. This approach has been wide
applied,36–40 particularly with considerable success in th
context of the magnetic field-induced spin-density wa
~FISDW! in 2:1 salts of TMTSF.41,42 As we show below, a
further dimerization of the dimer lattice is unconditional
both 1D ~the well-known spin-Peierls transition! and 2D~a
surprising result!, and that thisdimerization of the dimer lat-
tice leads spontaneously to different electronic populatio
on the sites within a dimer, i.e., to the same2kF CDW that
occurs in the 1/4-filled (monatomic) band@see Fig. 1~c!#. For
small interchain electron transfer, the BCSDW will therefo
have nearly the same structure as the original 1/4-filled ba
This is a third interesting result, perhaps also surprising,
shows that the number of electrons per site within a unit c
is a more fundamental parameter than the band filling:
latter is strictly a one-electron concept of limited use in t
interacting electron picture.

We expect our results to be relevant for the 1D semic
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13 402 PRB 62S. MAZUMDAR, R. T. CLAY, AND D. K. CAMPBELL
ductors~TMTTF! 2X, the so-called ‘‘quasi-1D’’ organic su
perconductors~TMTSF! 2X, as well as the 2D organic supe
conductors ~BEDT-TTF! 2X and the more recently
synthesized~BETS! 2X.43 In Ref. 24 we showed that th
highly unusual ‘‘mixed CDW-SDW state’’36,44,45 found in
~TMTTF! 2Br, ~TMTSF! 2PF6, and ~TMTSF! 2AsF6 can be
explained naturally as the BCSDW state within the stron
correlated 1/4-filled band scenario. Our current work sho
that dimerization of the dimer lattice leads to the same
sults, and hence the weak high-temperature dimeriza
along the stack axis36 is effectively irrelevant: starting from
either the 1/4-filled model or the effective 1/2-filled scenar
the final outcome is the same.46

With these comments complete, we can describe the
ganization of the remainder of the paper. In Sec. II we int
duce our model Hamiltonian, as well as that of the dimeriz
dimer model. In Sec. III, we present physical, intuitive arg

FIG. 1. The effective half-filled band and dimerized dim
model.~a! Dimerization in a 3/4-filled 1D band ofelectronsleads to
a gap in the single particle spectrum atk56p/2a (a5lattice spac-
ing!, resulting in a half-filled upper subband. Note that although
actual CTS materials are indeed nominally 3/4-filled electron ba
~hence 1/4-filled hole bands!, in the text we follow the convention
and refer to them simply as ‘‘1/4-filled.’’~b! A real-space depiction
of a 2D lattice of dimers in the strong correlation limit. The tw
sites within the parentheses form one lattice point of the dim
lattice, and the intradimer bonds are stronger than the interd
bonds. The charge and spin populations on individual sites wi
each dimer are equal, and the effective 1/2-filled band lattice
antiferromagnetic in 2D.~c! Schematic of a frozen valence bon
state resulting from the dimerization of dimer lattice. The int
dimer bonds are now different; the line denotes a singlet bond.
frozen valence bond diagram is relevant in the 1D limit, and th
again for the strongly 2D case, where the antiferromagnetism
disappeared. The antiferromagnetic phase that occurs for inte
diate interchain coupling is shown in Fig. 2.
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ments, based on a configuration space picture of bro
symmetry3,8,20,27that predict both the BCSDW for weak in
terchain electron transfer and the persistent BCDW stat
the isotropic limit. In Sec. IV, we present the results of e
tensive numerical studies, exploring behavior in both
strict 1D limit and for the full range of anisotropies in th
quasi-2D case. These studies, in confirmation of the qua
tive predictions of Sec. III:~i! establish the persistence of th
BCDW up to the isotropic limit;~ii ! suggest the occurrenc
of two quantum critical transition as an SDW first appea
for weak transverse hopping and then disappears for
nearly isotropic case; and~iii ! prove the equivalence of th
1/2-filled dimerized dimer and 1/4-filled monatomic lattice
For clarity, in Sec. V we summarize our theoretical conc
sions; readers not interested in the underlying physical a
ments or numerical details can skip directly to this summ
in Sec. V. In Sec. VI, we examine in some detail seve
recent experiments that indicate the applicability of o
theory to the insulating states that are observed to be pr
mate to the superconducting states in the organic CTS’s
nally, in Sec. VII, we indicate possible future directions f
our research, focusing on commensurability defects in
BCDW state and their possible role in the proximate sup
conducting phases. We point out several intriguing simila
ties between this potential microscopic mechanism for sup
conductivity and other recent phenomenological models.
conclude the article with three appendices, which deal w
various more technical arguments and details of the num
cal methods.

II. MODELS AND OBSERVABLES

We consider two different extended Peierls-Hubba
Hamiltonians on a rectangular lattice 2D with~in general!
anisotropic electron hopping. The first model describe
monatomic 1/4-filled band and is defined by the Hamilton

H5H01Hee1Hinter , ~1a!

H052 (
j ,M ,s

@ t2a~D j ,M !#Bj , j 11,M ,M ,s1b(
j ,M

v j ,Mnj ,M

1K1/2(
j ,M

~D j ,M !21K2/2(
j ,M

v j ,M
2 , ~1b!

Hee5U(
j ,M

nj ,M ,↑nj ,M ,↓1V(
j ,M

nj ,Mnj 11,M , ~1c!

Hinter52t' (
j ,M ,s

Bj , j ,M ,M11,s . ~1d!

In the above,j is a site index,M is a chain index,s is
spin, and we assume a rectangular lattice.24,25,47As t' varies
from 0 to t, the electronic properties vary from 1D to 2D. A
implicit parameter in the above Hamiltonian is the band fi
ing, or more preciselyr. We shall focus on the 1/4-filled
case, for whichr51/2. In applications to the organic CTS’s
each site is occupied by a single organic molecule, the
placement of which from equilibrium is described byuj ,M
@with D j ,M5(uj 11,M2uj ,M)#; v j ,M is an intramolecular vi-
bration, nj ,M ,s5cj ,M ,s

† cj ,M ,s , nj ,M5(snj ,M ,s , and
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Bj ,k,L,M ,s[@cj ,L,s
† ck,M ,s1H.c.#, where cj ,L,s

† is a Fermion
operator. We treat the phonons in the adiabatic approxi
tion and are interested in unconditional broken symme
solutions that occur fore-ph couplings (a,b)→01. All en-
ergies such asU, V, and t' will be given in units of the
undistorted intrachain hopping integralt.

The second model describes adiatomic/dimerlattice, with
one electron per dimer. The Hamiltonian for this case
similar to that above, with identicalHee andHinter , but with
modified intrachain one-electron termH08 ,

H0852t1 (
j ,M ,s

B2 j 21,2j ,M ,M ,s

2 (
j ,M ,s

@ t22aD j ,M#B2 j ,2j 11,M ,M ,s1
K

2 (
j ,M

~D j ,M !2.

~2!

In the above each pair of sites (2j 21,M ) and (2j ,M )
forms a dimer with fixed hoppingt1.t between them,
D j ,M5(u2 j 11,M2u2 j ,M), with u2 j 21,M5u2 j ,M ; this means
that there is no modulation of the intradimer bond leng
and the dimer unit is displaced as a whole. As written,
model assumes an ‘‘in-phase’’ 2D arrangement of the dim
units ~i.e., dimers on different chains lie directly above o
another!, which we have determined to be the lower ener
configuration for both zero and nonzeroD j ,M . Notice that
H08 does not contain the Holstein on-sitee-ph coupling. Nev-
ertheless, we will show that a site-diagonal CDW is a co
sequence of the BOW here.

The broken symmetries we are interested in are~i! the
BOW, with periodic modulations of the intrachainnearest-
neighborbond order̂ (sBj , j 11,M ,M ,s&; ~ii ! the CDW, with
periodic modulations of the site charge-density^nj ,M&; and
~iii ! the SDW, with periodic modulations of the site sp
density^nj ,M ,↑2nj ,M ,↓&. Note that in case of the dimer la
tice @Eq. ~2!# we are interested in both intra- and interdim
charge and spin modulations, although bond modulations
occur only between dimers. Furthermore, in the CDW a
the SDW the modulations of the site-based densities oc
along both longitudinal and transverse directions~though not
necessarily with the same periodicities, see below!. In case
of the BOW, a complete description would require the det
mination of the phase difference between consecutive cha

III. CONFIGURATION SPACE PICTURE OF SPATIAL
BROKEN SYMMETRY

The physical arguments presented in this section prov
crucial insights that allow us to anticipate the apparen
counterintuitive results of this paper. The need to deve
such arguments arises from the limitations inherent in all t
many-body numerical simulations of strong correlated el
tron systems: namely, one can study only systems of lim
size and distinguishing finite-size artifacts from true resu
requires physical understanding. In turn, true many-body
merical methods are essential here because of the interm
ate magnitude of thee-e interactions~comparable to the
bandwidths! in the organic CTS’s, which renders both mea
field and perturbation theoretic approaches questionable.
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instance, even in the strictly 1D limit, where well-establish
RG ~Ref. 16! and bosonization17 techniques have existed fo
decades, for theintermediatecoupling regime, there have
recently been some surprising discoveries in the phase
gram of the extended Hubbard model.48,49 In 2D, developing
a clear physical intuition is still more crucial, as numerica
tractable lattices are even farther from the thermodyna
limit, and the competition among broken symmetries
likely to be more subtle. Brief presentations of these phys
ideas fort'50 ~Refs. 26 and 27! and t'!t ~Ref. 24! have
been made previously. Here we discuss these ideas for
complete range 0<t'<t, focusing on~i! the transition from
1D to 2D, and~ii ! the difference from the 1/2-filled ban
monatomiclattice.

A physical picture of spatial broken symmetry in strong
correlated electron systems must necessarily be base
configuration space ideas, as one-electron bands have si
ceased to exist for stronge-e interaction. Within the configu-
ration space picture of broken symmetry,3,8,20 each broken
symmetry state, independent of band filling, can be ass
ated with a small number of equivalent configurations t
are related by the symmetry operator in question. For co
mensurater, these configurations are easily determined
inspection. The relevant configurations consist of rep
units which themselves possess the same periodicity as
density wave. For illustration, we choose the 1D 1/2-fill
band. In this case, each broken symmetry has two extr
configurations, the pairs corresponding to the SDW, BO
and CDW being, respectively: the two Ne´el states
•••↑↓↑↓••• and •••↓↑↓↑••• ~SDW!; the two nearest
neighbor valence bond diagrams (1,2)(3,4)(5,6)•••(N
21,N) and (N,1)(2,3)(4,5)•••(N22,N21) @where (i , j ) is
a spin singlet bond between sitesi andj andN is the number
of sites# ~BOW!; and the configurations•••202 020••• and
•••020 202••• ~where the numbers denote site occupanci!
~CDW!. N applications of the one-electron hopping term
Eq. ~1! on any one extreme configuration~corresponding to a
given broken symmetry! generates the other extreme co
figuration, but forN→` this mixing of configurations is
small, and the ground state resembles one or the other o
extreme configurationsqualitatively, with reduced spin mo-
ment, bond order or charge-density difference due to qu
tum fluctuations.3

The key insight of the configuration space heuristics
that the qualitative effects of many-body Coulomb intera
tions, as well as additional one-electron terms, can be
duced from their effects on any one of the extrem
configurations.3,8,20 As a trivial example of this, a repulsive
HubbardU destroys the CDW in the 1/2-filled band, simp
because double occupancies in the extreme configura
•••202 020••• ‘‘cost’’ prohibitively high energy. Signifi-
cantly, in the 1/2-filled band, the extreme configurations
voring the SDW, the BOW, and the CDW are different, a
there is a complete lack of overlap between them. This
sentially guarantees the absence of coexistence among
broken symmetries in both 1D and 2D.

To apply these ideas to the 1D 1/4-filled band, we be
by considering the on-site charge configurations.
2kF (4kF) density wave here has period 4~2! in configura-
tion space. As discussed above, the extreme configurat
of interest must also have period 4 or 2, and there are t
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only three distinct sets of extreme charge configuratio
These contain the repeat units•••2000•••, •••1100•••, and
•••1010•••, respectively, where the numbers again den
site occupancies. There are four distinct configurations
sets 1 (•••2000•••) and 2 (•••1100•••), whereas there are
only 2 for set 3 (•••1010•••). By analogy with the 1/2-filled
band~see above!, we now introduce spins and note that co
figurations belonging to sets 2 and 3 can again have
singlet bonds between pairs of nearest-neighbor singly o
pied sites, or the spins of the occupied sites can alternat
in the 1/2-filled band Ne´el configurations. Let us now show
by considering the different cases separately, howe-e inter-
actions affect these configurations and how an understan
of these effects suggests~correctly!! the broken symmetries
to be studied.

A. 1Õ4-filled band, t�Ä0, UÄVÄ0

The noninteracting case provides a simple example to
troduce some of the important differences between the
filled and 1/2-filled bands. Actual calculation indicates th
within the 1D Holstein model the charge densitiesr j on the
sites have the functional form26

r j50.51r0 cos~2kF ja !50.51r0 cos~p j /2!. ~3!

This charge-density pattern could have been anticipated
focusing on the extreme configuration•••2000•••, which
also predicts three different charge densities~large, interme-
diate, small, and intermediate!, since each ‘‘0’’ that is imme-
diately next to a ‘‘2’’ is different from the other pair of site
labeled 0 that are further away from the 2. occupan
scheme•••2000•••, the probabilities of charge-transfer b
tween a 2 and the two neighboring 0’s are larger than t
between the two neighboring 0’s themselves. For nonzera
in Eq. ~1!, this difference in charge transfers leads to latt
distortion of the form

uj5u0 cos~2kF ja !5u0 cos~p j /2!, ~4!

with bonding pattern ‘‘SSWW’’ ~for strong, strong, weak
weak!, where a strong~weak! bond has hoppingtS.t (tW
,t). This then is one very important difference from th
1/2-filled band: whereas in the 1/2-filled band differences
bond-orders arise from spin effects only~the probability of
charge-transfer is greater between nearest-neighbor sin
coupled sites than between nearest-neighbor nonbon
sites3!, in non-1/2-filled bands this difference can also orig
nate from site occupancies.Precisely because the BOW an
the CDW here are both derived from the same extreme c
figuration, they coexist in the noninteracting 1/4-fille
band.26

B. 1Õ4-filled band, t�Ä0, U,VÌ0

For nonzero~positive! U andV, the interplay among the
various possible broken symmetries becomes both m
subtle and more interesting. Since double occupan
‘‘cost’’ energy, the extreme configuration•••2000••• is
suppressed even at a relatively smallU.27 For the strongly
correlated (U→`) 1D 1/4-filled band with convex long
range interactions, Hubbard showed that there existtwo dif-
ferent Wigner crystals, with occupancy schemes•••1100
s.
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••• and•••1010•••.50 At first glance, the extreme configu
ration •••1010•••, corresponding to a period 2
‘‘4 kF’’CDW, 50 appears to be strongly preferred, but in fa
more careful analysis shows that it dominates the gro
state only for fairly substantialV.51 This can be seen rigor
ously for U→`, where the 1/4-filledspinful band can be
mapped rigorously to the 1/2-filledspinlessband,52 which in
turn can be mapped~via a Jordan-Wigner transformation! to
an anisotropic Heisenberg spin-1/2 chain.53 Using this ap-
proach, one finds that the period 2 ‘‘4kF’’ CDW becomes
the ground state only forV.Vc52 ~in units of utu).54 For
finite U, numerical results55 show thatVc is slightly larger
than 2. Given the estimated values ofV in the organic CTS’s,
it seems unlikely that they will exhibit this (•••1010•••)
intrachain ordering. This expectation is strongly suppor
by the result that the•••1010••• CDW cannot coexist with
the BOW,3–6 whereas the~TMTTF! 2X are known to exhibit
a low-temperature transition to a SP-BOW ground state.32

For V,Vc the extended 1D Hubbard model at 1/4-fillin
is a Luttinger liquid56 that is also susceptible to a 2kF bond
and charge distortion, and it is this distortion that can
described by any one of the four equivalent configuratio
•••1100•••.27 The 2kF CDW compatible with the
•••1100••• configuration has the form

rc~ j !50.51r0 cos~2kF ja23p/4!

50.51r0 cos~p j /223p/4!. ~5!

This particular CDW also coexists with a BOW, since t
charge transfer across a ‘‘1–1’’ bond is different from th
across a ‘‘1–0’’~or ‘‘0–1’’ ! bond, which again is differen
from the charge transfer across a ‘‘0–0’’ bond. It is a sub
but crucial fact, confirmed by earlier numerical studies,27 that
this same CDW can now promotetwo different BOW’s, each
with three different bond strengths. In each of these the 0
bond is the weakest, but depending upon the strength of
Coulomb interaction, the 1–1 bond can be stronger tha
1–0 ~or 0–1! bond ~since charge transfer in the former ca
occur in both directions!, but it can also be weaker~since
charge transfer in the former leads to double occupan
while no double occupancy is created in the charge tran
between a 1 and a 0!. Consistent with this and the numeric
results,27 we shall refer to the first bonding pattern a
‘‘ SUWU’’ ~for a strong 1–1 bond, undistorted 1–0 bon
weak 0–0 bond, followed by an undistorted 0–1 bon!,
where a strong bond hastS.t, an undistorted bond hastU
5t, and a weak bond hastW,t. This BOW has pure period
4 ‘‘2 kF’’ periodicity and is accompanied by lattice distortio

uj5u0 cos~2kF ja2p/4!5u0 cos~p j /22p/4!. ~6!

Again consistent with the numerical results, we call the s
ond bonding pattern ‘‘W8SWS’’ ~for a stronger weak 1–1
bond, strong 1–0 bond, weak 0–0 bond and strong 0
bond, with tS.t.tW8.tW). Interestingly, the W8SWS
bonding pattern is a superposition of the pure 2kF period 4
SUWUstructure and the pure 4kF period 2SWSWstructure
and is accompanied by lattice distortion
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uj5u0@r 2kF
cos~2kF ja2p/4!1r 4kF

cos~4kF ja !#

5u0@r 2kF
cos~p j /22p/4!1r 4kF

cos~p j !#, ~7!

wherer 2kF
and r 4kF

are the relative weights of the 2kF and

4kF bond distortions, respectively.27 These results were es
tablished numerically in Ref. 27, where from comparisons
available experimental data in the 1:2 anionic TCNQ s
tems it was also shown that the phase relationship betw
the coexisting 2kF CDW and theW8SWSBOW ~the W8
bond connects sites with greater charge densities than thW
bond! is precisely in agreement with theory.

Very importantly, we show below that the dimerization
the dimer lattice with one electron per dimer also leads t
W8SWSbonding pattern@see Fig. 1~c!#, which in its turn
promotes the site occupancy scheme•••1100•••. This co-
existence will therefore occur in either the full 1/4-fille
band model or the effective 1/2-filled, dimerized dimer a
proach.

C. 1Õ4-filled band, t�™t, U,VÅ0

The above two BOW-CDWs describe the ground state
the interacting 1/4-filled band in the limit oft'50, where
the 1–1 bond is a singlet. As in the 1/2-filled band thou
singlets are expected to give way to SDW order fort'Þ0.
Thus we must understand the role of the spin degree
freedom. Once specific spins are assigned to the sites lab
1 in the •••1100••• configuration, the sites labeled 0 b
come distinguishable, as a given 0 site is now closer to
particular 1~up or down! than the other.24 In this case the 0
site is expected to acquire the spin characteristic of its ne
boring 1. The charge and spin along a chain can now thu
denoted as↑,↓,↓,↑, where the sizes of the arrows are sch
matic measures of the charge and spin densities on the s
Note that this represents the SDW of the form

rs~ j ![^cj ,M ,↑
† cj ,M ,↑2cj ,M ,↓

† cj ,M ,↓&

5rs2kF
cos~2kF ja2p/4!1rs4kF

cos~4kF ja2p!,

~8!

which coexistswith the BOW and CDW.
Commensurability effects imply that the possible pha

shifts between adjacent chains in the anisotropic 2D sys
are 0,p/2, andp, and we have performed explicit numeric
calculations to determine that the lowest energy state is
tained with a phase shift ofp. The intrachain bond orders
determined by the probabilities of nearest-neighbor cha
transfers, continue to be different for the different pairs
neighboring sites. This is the major difference between
possible broken symmetries in the 1/2-filled and 1/4-fill
band. While in the 1/2-filled band there is no overlap b
tween the extreme configurations favoring the BOW, CD
and SDW, in the weakly 2D 1/4-filled bandthe same extreme
configuration supports all three broken symmetries.24 For
small nonzerot' we therefore expect a strong cooperati
coexistence between the BOW, the CDW, and the SD
Furthermore, since the same CDW coexists with both
SUWU BOW and theW8SWSBOW, this coexistence is
independent of which particular BOW dominates. This h
been explicitly demonstrated in Ref. 24, where it was sho
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that the overall ground state for smallt' is one of the two
BCSDW states shown in Fig. 2, with overall 2D periodici
of (2kF ,p).

D. 1Õ4-filled band, t�Ït, U,VÅ0

What happens ast' is further increased? Withink-space
single-particle theory, increasingt' should destroy the nest
ing of the Fermi surface. But as we have indicated above,
real-space analysis predicts, and our numerical results
establish, that this destruction does not occur. To argue
convincingly, we must first show how this destruction of t
nesting, which certainly does occur for noninteracting el
trons, can be correctly described within our configurati
space picture of the broken symmetry. Recall that the o
electron hopping term in Eq.~1! introduces ‘‘paths’’ between
the extreme configurations, where each step in a given p
connects two configurations related by a single hop.3,8,20

Nonzerot' introduces many additional paths connecting t
extreme configurations that are the 2D equivalents
•••1100••• ~with a p-phase shift between consecutiv
chains!. For U5V50, there is no inhibition of these path
and it therefore becomes easier to reach one extreme
figuration from another, leading to enhanced configurat
mixing ~relative to 1D!, which in its turn destroys the ‘‘nest
ing’’ and the broken symmetry.

The situation described above changes, however, for n
zero Coulomb interaction. Interchain hoppingt' leads to
partial double occupancy on a single site (↑ ↓) with an en-

FIG. 2. Sketches of the BCSDW ground states that occur
small t' in the strongly correlated, anisotropic 2D 1/4-filled ban
The arrows indicate the spin directions and their sizes indicate
relative charge and spin densities. The hopping integrals use
calculate the energies of the distorted lattices correspond to~a!
r 4kF

50 ~see text, Sec. V! and~b! r 4kF
5r 2kF

, and are shown above
the bonds along the top chain. This variation int reflects the BOW.
The bond-distortion pattern in~b!, with slightly modified weak
bond hopping integrals, also corresponds to the dimerized di
lattice for small enought' . Note that the charge ordering corre
sponds to the 1D paired electron crystal along the longitudinaland
both diagonal directions and the monatomic Wigner crystal alo
the transverse direction.
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13 406 PRB 62S. MAZUMDAR, R. T. CLAY, AND D. K. CAMPBELL
ergy barrier that, while less than the bareU, is a Ue f f that
increases withU. The energy barrier tointerchain hopping
leads to ‘‘confinement’’ of the electrons to single chains
concept that has been widely debated recently, in the con
of high-Tc superconductors.33–35For large enoughUe f f , the
confinement can be strong enough that the broken symm
state can persist up to the isotropic limitt';t.

More precisely, the bond and charge components of
BCSDW can persist up to the isotropic limitt';t, leading to
the BCDW state we have previously introduced. The evo
tion of the spin structure is different from and more sub
than the bond and charge components. From the cartoo
Fig. 2, we see that for the SDW to exist it is essential that
0’s have a spin ‘‘direction.’’ In the smallt' case, the sign of
the spin on a 0 isnecessarily that of the nearestintrachain1.
Note, however, that each 0 also has twointerchain 1’s as
neighbors and that for a stable SDW, the spin densities of
1’s that are neighbors of a specific 0 must be opposite~as
shown in the figure!. Therefore, with increasingt' , compet-
ing effects occur. On the one hand, the magnitude of
interchain exchange couplingJ';t'

2 /Ue f f increases. On the
other hand, the spin density on a site labeled 0 decre
because of the canceling effects of theintra- and interchain
neighboring 1’s. We thus expect the SDW of the 2D latt
to vanish at at'

c that will depend on the magnitudes of th
bare U and V.

This description of the evolution of the SDW applies
the true 1/4-filled band. In lattices that are dimerized i
tially, further dimerization leads to the occupancy 10 or
on each dimer. If the original dimerization is very strong, t
spin on a given 0 will continue to be strongly influenced
the spin on its partner in the dimer, andt'

c at which the SDW
vanishes in this case will be larger.

The robustness of the BCSDW and the BCDW relative
the uniform metallic state can be understood from the c
toon occupancy schemes in Fig. 2. It is instructive to disc
the BCDW state in terms of the two largeU Wigner
crystal structures discussed by Hubbard.50 We refer to the
•••1100••• electron arrangement as that of a ‘‘paired ele
tron crystal,’’ and the•••1010••• as the ‘‘monatomic
Wigner crystal.’’ For the 3D low-density electron gas, Mo
lopoulos and Ashcroft57 showed that there exists an interm
diate density range where the paired electron crystal
lower energy than the monatomic Wigner crystal, and
region 0,V,Vc in our discrete lattice case can be thoug
of as intermediate between theV50 andV.Vc . A striking
feature of the BCSDW and the BCDW occupancy schem
that it is a paired electron crystal along the cha
(•••1100•••, periodicity 2kF!, a monatomic Wigner crysta
transverse to the chains (•••1010•••, periodicity 4kF), as
well as a paired electron crystal along both diagon
(•••1100•••, periodicity 2kF). It is thus possible to predic
that even in the presence of interactions not explicitly
cluded in Eq.~1!, the BCDW continues to persist. For in
stance, by enhancing the 4kF charge ordering along th
transverse direction, the nearest-neighbor interchain C
lomb interactionV' will further enhance the stability of the
BCDW. Similarly, the diagonal•••1100••• charge ordering
implies that even the additions of hoppingtdiag and Coulomb
repulsion Vdiag along the diagonals will not destroy th
xt
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BCDW state for realistic parameters: in particular,Vdiag sta-
bilizes the BCDW relative to the other Wigner cryst
(•••1010•••) along bothx andy directions.

In the above our goal has been to predict a BCDW se
conducting state that is more stable than the metallic st
Even if this semiconducting state is assumed, however, th
is an additional surprise in our claim, viz., the dominance
the singlet BOW over the SDW for strong two dimension
ity in the interacting quarter-filled band. This isexactly op-
positeto what is observed in the 1/2-filled band. While in th
half-filled band a single singlet-to-antiferromagnet transiti
occurs with increasingt' , for the 1/4-filled band, a secon
antiferromagnet-to-singlet transition is predicted at larget' .
Since a full discussion of this second transition at this ju
tion would interrupt the flow of the narrative, we defer it
Appendix A, which presents arguments based on variatio
concepts and valence bond theory to motivate this result

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. Results for 1D lattices

Computational limitations will compel us to use fairl
small lattices in 2D and will prevent us from studying d
namical phonons~even at a classical, self-consistent leve!.
As a consequence, we will have to work with explicitly di
torted lattices, rather than allowing the distortions to ar
naturally, as they would in larger lattices calculated w
dynamical phonons. To provide justification for this a
proach, in this section we~i! extend our previous 1D result
obtained with nonzeroa andb ~Ref. 27! to zero e-ph cou-
plings, to demonstrate that these bond and charge distort
are unconditional, and~ii ! show that the dimerization of the
dimer lattice @see Eq.~2!# leads to the same CDW as th
monatomic 1/4-filled band.

It is known that in a sufficiently long open chain the bon
orders and the charge densities at the center of the c
show the behavior in the long chain limit, even in the a
sence of thee-ph coupling. In Fig. 3~a! we show the exact
nearest-neighbor bond orders and charge densities at the
ter of an openundistortedchain of 16 atoms with all hopping
integrals equal, forU56, V51. Note that both the BOW
and the CDW show the 2kF modulations discussed in Se
III, and appear in spite of uniform hopping integrals.

Second, we recall that in a purely 1D system, a long-ra
order ~LRO! SDW can occur only if an external staggere
magnetic field is applied. We therefore incorporate an ad
tional ~external fieldlike! term

HSDW52(
j

e@nj ,↑ cos~2kF j !1nj ,↓ cos~2kF j 1p/2!#

~9!

and considerH1HSDW for the 1/4-filled band with ampli-
tude e50.1. In Ref. 27 the same Hamiltonian was inves
gated for the case of finite bond distortion. Figures 3~b! and
3~c! show the bond orders and CDW for a periodic ring~zero
e-ph coupling andundistortedhopping integrals! with the
SDW ↑↓ ↓↑ superimposed on it. Note that because of t
periodicity, the bond orders are uniform for the finite ring f
e50. For e50.05 @Fig. 3~b!# and 0.1@Fig. 3~c!#, the exter-
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nally imposed SDW createsspontaneousBOW’s with r 4kF

50 andr 4kF
Þ0, respectively.

In Fig. 3~d! we show the charge densities on aperiodic
ring of 16 sites, now for the dimerized dimer lattice~the
hopping integrals here are 1.2, 0.9, 1.2, and 0.7!. The charge
modulations~which appear entirely due to modulations
the interdimer bond orders! on the sites are exactly as i
Figs. 3~a!–3~c!, with the larger charges occurring on the sit
connected by the stronger weak bond~the W8 bond, with
tW850.9). In discussions of the spin-Peierls transition with
the effective 1/2-filled band~corresponding to the dimer lat
tice!, it is usually assumed that the electronic populatio
within each dimer cell remains uniform in the spin-Peie
state. Figure 3~d! clearly shows that this is not true.

B. Results for 2D lattices

To confirm the expectations based on the qualitative
guments of Sec. III, we use exact diagonalization and c
strained path quantum Monte Carlo~CPMC! ~Ref. 58! nu-
merical techniques to calculate for representative finite
lattices: ~i! the electronic energy gained upon bond dist
tion,

DE[E~0!2E~uj ,M !, ~10!

FIG. 3. Numerical results of 1D simulations forU56, V51. ~a!
Charge densities~numbers inside each circle, which represents o
molecular site! and bond orders~numbers against the bonds! at the
center of an open uniform chain of 16 sites fora5b50. ~b! Bond
orders in a 16 site periodic ring with uniform hopping, and w
externally imposed period 4 magnetic field of the same form a
Fig. 2, with amplitudee50.05. ~c! Same as in~b! with e50.1.
Because of equal bond lengths and nonzeroV, there is a weak
contribution by the•••1010••• CDW to the ground state here an
the charge densities are not pure•••1100•••. The filled ~unfilled!
circles correspond to large~small! charge densities. The bond o
ders also show weak deviation from pureSUSUor W8SWSbehav-
ior, and the bond orders shown are averages for each kind of b
The magnetic field induced SDW creates a spontaneous BCDW~d!
Charge densities in a periodic dimerized dimer lattice of 16 si
The double bond corresponds tot51.2, and the dotted and doub
dotted bonds tot50.7 and 0.9, respectively. Note that the CD
pattern in this effective 1/2-filled band system is the same as
1/4-filled band lattices in~a!, ~b!, and~c!.
s

r-
-

D
-

where E(uj ,M) is the electronic energy per site withfixed
distortionuj ,M along the chains;~ii ! the site charge densitie
r j ,M for the bond-distorted lattices; due to the coexistence
the BOW and the CDW, measuring the CDW amplitude th
results as a consequence of the external modulation of
hopping integrals is exactly equivalent to the measurem
of the bond order differences in the charge-modulated
tices; and~iii ! the z-z component of the spin-spin correla
tions, for a range ofU, V, andt' . We consider three distinc
distorted lattices, two of which correspond to those shown
Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!, where we have indicated the hoppin
integrals along the chain~the uniform lattice has a hoppin
integral of 1.0 corresponding to all intrachain bonds!. The
third distorted lattice we consider is the dimerized dimer l
tice, the hopping integrals for which will be discussed lat

Ideally, calculations that aim to demonstrate persiste
of a spatial broken symmetry should do fully self-consiste
calculations of the total energy, which is a sum of the el
tronic energy gainDE ~including effects of bothe-e and
e-ph interactions! and the loss in lattice distortion energ
Unfortunately, in true many-body simulations~such as exact
diagonalizations or CPMC! of the very large 2D lattices we
investigate~see below!, such self-consistent calculations a
not possible. A well-tested alternate approach1 is to calculate
only the electronic energy gain forfixedlattice distortion and
compare the calculatedDE against a known reference con
figuration, where the distortion isknown to occur. This ap-
proach works because for a fixed distortion, the contribut
of the elastic energy to the total energy is constant, indep
dent of the other parameters; therefore the gain in electro
energy, relative to that for the reference configuration, i
direct measure of the tendency to distortion. An example o
previous successful application of this approach is the
hancement bye-e interactions of the bond alternation in th
1D 1/2-filled band; here, the reference configuration cor
sponds to the limit of zeroe-e interaction (SSH model!,
where the Peierls bond alternation is known to occur.2 For
nonzeroe-e interaction, the electronic energy gain for fixe
bond alternation can be larger~see Figs. 2.26 and 2.31 i
Ref. 1!, indicating the enhancement of the bond alternat
by e-e interaction, a theoretical result that has been c
firmed by all subsequent studies. Similarly, in the 2D 1
filled band, calculations of the electronic energy gain
fixed bond distortion have been used to prove thedecreasein
the tendency to Peierls bond alternation upon the inclusio
e-e interaction~see Fig. 10 in Ref. 10!, a result that is in
agreement with other studies8,9 as well as the determinatio
of long-range AFM in this case.7 Thus the approach has bee
shown to work in two cases in which exactly oppos
outcomes—in one case, an increase in dimerization, in
other case, a decrease—occurred, indicating its robustne

At first glance, it appears that there exist two differe
reference configurations in the present case. First, for gi
t' , one could studyDE as a function ofU andV: in essence,
this amounts to comparinguncorrelatedand correlated lat-
tices for eacht' . Second, for givenU and V, one could
calculateDE as a function oft' . In fact, the first approach
doesnot yield correct results for two reasons:~i! the uncor-
related 2D lattices are undistorted, so there is no obviousDE
with which to compare the correlated results; and~ii ! mag-
nitude ofDE decreaseswith U andV even in the 1D limit,
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13 408 PRB 62S. MAZUMDAR, R. T. CLAY, AND D. K. CAMPBELL
where weknow that the bond and charge distortions are u
conditional~see Refs. 16–19 and 27, as well as the imme
ately previous subsection on 1D numerical results!. Thus to
determine properly the tendency to distortion in 2D, our r
erence configuration should be the single chain. We there
normalize the energy gained for coupled chains (DE) against
that for the single chain (DE0) with the sameU and V. A
decreasingDE/DE0 as a function oft' signals the destruc
tion of the distortion by increasing two dimensionality, whi
a constant or increasingDE/DE0 indicates a persisten
distortion.1,3 Since the BOW and the CDW are coupled c
operatively, the behavior of the charge ordering gives a s
ond measure for the tendency to bond distortion. Decrea
charge ordering forfixedbond distortion, as a function oft'
~as occurs for noninteracting electrons!, indicates the ten-
dency to decreasing bond distortion, while constant or
creasing charge ordering indicates persistent bond distor
The expected~and calculated, see below! charge ordering
pattern is the same for all bond distortion patterns and is
same as in 1D~with, however, ap-phase shift between con
secutive chains!.

As mentioned above, our numerical calculations invo
both exact diagonalization and the CPMC technique.
cause of the sign errors that plague quantum Monte C
calculations in 2D, it is critical to obtain a precise idea abo
the accuracy of the numerical results. This is especially
because CPMC calculations that have been reported
far58,59are only for the simple Hubbard Hamiltonian and d
not include the nearest-neighbor interactionV. In Appendix
B we discuss our methodology and give detailed comp
sons of energies and correlation functions obtained for fi
lattices within the CPMC and exact diagonalization pro
dures. As shown there, although the CPMC technique is
variational, the accuracies in both energy and correla
functions are sufficient for our purposes.

For numerical results obtained from finite-size calcu
tions to be relevant in the thermodynamic limit, it is essen
to choose proper boundary conditions. In the present c
we choose lattices and boundary conditions based on
physical requirement thatfor noninteracting electrons any
nonzero t' must destabilize the BCDW on that particul
finite lattice. Details of the analysis that guided our choice
2D lattices are also presented in Appendix B. There we sh
N3M lattices~with N the number of sites per chain andM
the number of chains! that obey the above physical requir
ment are restricted to those for whichN58n, wheren is an
integer. On the other hand, there is no restriction onM, ex-
cept thatM be even to avoid even/odd effects. In our calc
lations below, we have chosenM54n12, for reasons tha
are also discussed in Appendix B.

We make one final point before presenting the 2D n
merical data. The restriction toN58n sites coupled with the
1/4-filling introduces a potential subtlety into the numeric
computations ofDE/DE0 for nonzero U and V. Finite
4n-electron non-1/2-filled 1D undistorted periodic rings ha
their ground state in the total spinS51 subspace, and eve
the distorted system’s ground state can be in theS51 sub-
space for the smallest 4n-electron rings. We have confirme
from exact diagonalizations of the 832 lattice that the
ground state is in theS50 state for the smallest nonzerot' .
Thus whileDE0 can correspond to the energy gained up
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distortion in theS51 subspace,DE necessarily correspond
to the energy gained upon distortion in theS50 subspace.
As this important but subtle point requires extensive disc
sion that would interrupt the presentation here, we pres
the details in Appendix C, where we show that despite t
subtlety, the behavior ofDE/DE0 nevertheless is a prope
measure of the stability of the distorted state for nonzerot' .

1. Exact diagonalization and CPMC calculations, r4kF
Ä0

In Fig. 4 we show the behavior ofDE/DE0 for the non-
interacting and interacting (U56, V51) cases for three dif-
ferent lattices satisfying our boundary condition constrain
In all cases we measure the electronic energy gained u
2kF SUWU bond distortion ~corresponding to neares
neighbor hopping integralstS51.14, tU51.0, and tW
50.86), relative to that of the undistorted state with eq
hopping integrals. For the 832 lattice the calculations in-
volved both exact diagonalization and the CPMC techniq
The 832 results, taken together, then provide an estimate
the precision of the CPMC calculation. The exact diagon
ization studies also confirm that the system is in the total s
stateS50 for t' as small as 0.01~see Appendix C!.

The large scatter in the normalizedDE at very large and
very small t' may be due to the degeneracies in the no
interacting system att'→0 and t'→1. Furthermore, as
pointed out in Appendix B~Sec. 1!, the absolute values o
DE are rather small, especially for the pure 2kF (r 4kF

50)
distortion. The systematic errors due to the CPMC appro
mation are therefore large in these two regions. Neverthel
except for theDE/DE0 value att'50.1 for the 836 lattice,
at all othert' the DE/DE0 values are above 1 for all thre
lattices, and far above the normalized noninteracting valu
As seen in Fig. 4, while for the noninteracting cases
DE/DE0 decreases rapidly witht' , for the interacting cases
theDE/DE0 either remains unchanged or is enhanced byt' .

FIG. 4. DE/DE0 versus t' for a 2kF bond distortion (r 4kF

50) for the 832, 836, and 1636 lattices forU5V50 and for
U56, V51. For the 832 lattice both exact~solid line! and CPMC
results are shown. Intrachain hopping integrals for the distor
lattices are as indicated in Fig. 2~a!.
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Because of the strong degeneracies in the one-electron o
pancy scheme at the Fermi level att'51, a single well-
defined one-electron wave function is missing here. T
CPMC calculations therefore could not be done fort'51.0.
It is, however, highly unlikely that the BCDW persists fo
t'50.9 but vanishes att'51; this expectation is corrobo
rated by the results of the exact diagonalization studies
the 832 lattice, which were performed for the full range
t' , including t'51 and showed enhanced distortio
throughout the whole region. In the following sections w
also showDE/DE0 for the 2kF14kF (r 4kF

Þ0) and dimer-
ized dimer lattice. In both of these cases, the magnitude
DE is larger and hence easier to compute, but degenera
restrict CPMC simulations to smallert' . In both cases,
DE/DE0 is close to or above 1 for allt' we have studied.

As discussed in the above, the bond-distorted latti
~both r 4kF

50 and r 4kF
Þ0) have a synergetic coexistenc

with the CDW. Thus the amplitude of the CDW, defined
Drc5rcl2rcs , wherercl andrcs are the larger and smalle
charge densities on the•••1100••• 2kF CDW, is an alter-
nate measure of the stability of the BOW. If the nonzerot'
destabilized the bond distortion, then even withfixed 2kF
distorted hopping integrals the amplitude of the BOW~mea-
sured as the differences in the bond orders! would decrease
and the diminished strength of the BOW in turn would d
creaseDrc . This is easily confirmed for the noninteractin
Hamiltonian, where the amplitude of the CDW decrea
with increasingt' . In Fig. 5~a! we show the charge densitie
on a single chain for a bond-distorted 836 lattice ~because
of periodicity, all chains are equivalent! for U56, V51, and
t'50.2. In Fig. 5~b! we have shown the behavior ofDrc for
all the three lattices we have studied, now as a function
t' . Degeneracies in the one-electron energy levels in
1636 lattice for t'.0.6 even with finite bond distortion
cause the CPMC ground states in this region to beS51.
Exact calculations in the 1D limit show that the amplitude
the CDW in S51 is less than that inS50. Thus the weak
decrease in theDrc values witht' in the 1636 lattice is a
spin effect: the bond distorted state isS50 at smallt' and
S51 at larget' . The Drc values at larget' for the 1636
lattice should therefore be considered aslower limits ~the
Drc values of the 1636 lattice are considerably larger tha
that of theS51 single chain of 16 sites!. In agreement with
the behavior of theDE in the interacting case~see Fig. 4!,
the CDW amplitude nowincreasesor remains constant with
increasingt' for all the lattices studied, indicating a great
tendency to bond and charge distortion with increasingt' .
Taken together, the results of Figs. 4 and 5 provide qua
tative proof of our qualitative arguments establishing th
the BCDW is a robust broken symmetry state for the in
acting 2D 1

4 -filled band.
In Fig. 6 we show the interchain spin-spin correlatio

between sites 1 and 2 on the first chain, and sitesj 5128 on
the second chain, for the 2kF bond-distorted 836 lattice for
several values oft' . The SDW profile is somewhat differen
from what is expected from a pure•••1100••• charge
modulation along the chains because the wave function
this finite lattice also has contributions from th
•••1010••• type intrachain charge modulation. The sma
•••1010••• contribution to the wave function affects th
cu-

e
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ies

s
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s
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e
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of

charge density,nj ,M ,↑1nj ,M ,↓ only weakly, but the spin den
sity, being the differencenj ,M ,↑2nj ,M ,↓ is a smaller quantity
and is affected relatively more strongly. It is useful here
recall, however that within the rectangular lattice,•••1010
••• charge orderings along both longitudinal and transve
directions give triangular lattice of occupied sites, and thu
pure•••1010••• cannot give the SDW profiles of Fig. 6~see
also below!.60

Qualitatively, att'50.1 the SDW behavior is the same a
in Ref. 24, where these calculations were done for
1234 lattice: the amplitude of the interchain spin-spin co
relation is independent of the distance between the sites
dicating long-range order. The qualitative behavior of t
spin-spin correlations is the same fort'50.4, where, how-
ever, the amplitude of the SDW is larger. At still larg
t'(50.6), the interchain correlations are very strongly an
ferromagnetic at short distances (j 51,2 on chain 2!, but the
antiferromagnetic correlations have disappeared at larger
tances. This can be seen from comparisons of the spin-
correlations corresponding to values ofj lying near the center
of the second chain (j 55), which are farthest from the spin
occupying sites 1 and 2 on the first chain. While the sp
spin correlations nearj 55 increase fromt'50.1 to 0.4, they
decrease ast' is further increased to 0.6. Similarly, focusin
on site 8 of the second chain, we see that the spin-spin
relation with site 1 on the first chain has actually chang
sign upon increasingt' to 0.6 from 0.4~due to the very

FIG. 5. ~a! Site charge densities on one of the six chains in
2kF bond-distorted 836 lattice, for t'50.2, U56, and V51.
The line is meant as a guide to the eye. Note the expec
•••1100••• structure discussed in the text.~b! Amplitude of the
2kF CDW for the 2kF bond-distorted 832 ~exact!, 836, and 16
36 lattices. The ground state of the 1636 lattice is in theS51
subspace fort'.0.6, and the CDW amplitudes for theS50 states
here are expected to be greater than those calculated for the gr
state and shown in the figure~see text!.
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FIG. 6. Thez-z spin correla-
tions between sites 1~left panels!
and 2 ~right panels! on the first
chain of the 836 lattice and sites
j 51 –8 on the second chain, with
U56, V51 for four values oft' .
Due to finite-size effects the wav
function has small admixing with
the •••1010••• charge order
which affects the individual mag-
nitudes of the spin-spin correla
tions ~see text!. AFM correlations
increase witht' up to t'50.4 but
then vanish at t'.0.6, even
though the BCDW continues to
persist for all t' ~see Fig. 5!.
Lines are guides to the eye.
on
t

os
ro
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:
n-
strong short-range antiferromagnetic correlations!, and the
magnitude of the positive spin-spin correlation with site 2
the first chain has decreased. All of these results indicate
absence of long-range spin order for larget'>0.6 in the
836 lattice. The loss of the long-range spin-order is m
clear at t'50.9, where spin-spin correlations are nonze
only for the nearest interchain neighbors.
he

t

Figure 7 shows the interchain spin-spin correlations
tween sites 2 and 3 on the first chain and sitesj 51•••16 on
the second chain for the 1636 lattice. The admixture of the
intrachain•••1010••• CDW is weaker in this larger system
this is because the ‘‘tunneling’’ between the extreme co
figurations •••1100••• and, say,•••0110•••, decreases
with size, and as consequence,Vc increases with size in fi-
,

FIG. 7. Thez-z spin correla-
tions between sites 2~left panels!
and 3 ~right panels! on the first
chain of the 1636 lattice and sites
j 51 –16 on the second chain
with U56, V51 for four differ-
ent values oft' . The finite size
effects, and contamination with
the •••1010••• charge order here
is smaller than in Fig. 6. Lines are
guides to the eye.
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nite systems. This can be seen by simply comparing the
ures on the left and right panels fort'50.1 and 0.2. If the
intrachain CDW were a pure•••1010•••, the signs of the
spin-spin correlations for eachj would be the same for both
i 52 andi 53. Different signs for these correlations are s
natures of the•••1100••• CDW ~see Fig. 2!. As in the
836 system, long-range SDW behavior is seen fort'50.1.
Focusing on sitesj 57212 on the second chain, the amp
tude of the SDW increases fromt'50.1 to t'50.2, but fur-
ther increasingt' to 0.3 destroys the long-range order,
evidenced again by very large AFM correlations at short d
tances and vanishing correlations at large distances~sites j
57•••12 on the second chain!. The vanishing of the SDW is
seen most clearly at very larget' (t'50.9 in Fig. 7!. We
observe this same behavior of the SDW on 832 lattice. In
all cases, the SDW amplitude initially increases, exhibit
maximum, and then vanishes at at'

c which decreases with
the size of the system. As discussed in Sec. III D, this beh
ior is to be expected from the nature of the BCSDW in F
2. The initial increase of the SDW amplitude indicates th
t'
c is nonzero, a conclusion that is also in agreement with

experimental observation of the BCSDW state in the wea
2D organic CTS~see below!. Based on the calculations fo
1636 lattice, we estimate 0.1,t'

c ,0.3 for the strictly rect-
angular lattice forU56, V51.

2. Persistent distortions with r4kF
Å0

The bond modulation pattern in the 1/4-filled band giv
in Eq. ~7! has in general both 2kF and 4kF components.
Figures 4 and 5 show persistent distortion at large interch
couplings forr 4kF

50 ~purely 2kF bond distortion!. The per-

sistent BCDW is expected also forr 4kF
Þ0. Physically, the

reason for this persistence is thecoexistingsite CDW, whose
nature is independent ofr 4kF

.24,27 We show in Fig. 8 the

calculatedDE/DE0 for r 4kF
5r 2kF

~equal admixtures of 2kF

and 4kF bond distortions!, for the 832 and 836 lattices for
U56 andV51. The hopping integrals corresponding to t
distorted lattice here are 1.089, 0.974, 1.089, and 0.848,
the energy gained is being measured against the unif
lattice. Starting fromt'50.5, the one-electronDE is highly
discontinuous. This is because distortions withr 4kF

Þ0 do

FIG. 8. DE/DE0 versus t' for r 4kF
5r 2kF

for the 832 and
836 lattices forU56, V51. Intrachain hopping integrals for th
distorted lattices are as indicated in Fig. 2~b!.
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not correspond to a natural periodicity for the noninteract
system. As a consequence the noninteracting wave funct
are not suitable trial wave functions for the CPMC calcu
tion. For the same reason the 1636 calculation could not be
performed here. The similarities between the results for
832 and the 836 lattices are obvious. The ratioDE/DE0 is
independent oft' over a broad range oft' and increases
slightly for large t' , indicating once again a stable 2
BCDW. Although only limited data could be obtained fo
this case, the dimerized dimer lattice is very similar in ch
acter tor 4kF

Þ0 @see Fig. 2~b!#. In the following we show
convincing evidence for persistent double dimerization
2D.

3. The dimerized dimer lattice

We have previously noted that Fig. 2~b! suggests that an
alternate way to view the BCDW/BCSDW states is as
dimer lattice with additional structure within each of th
dimer cells; the dotted box in Fig. 2~b! represents one dimer
Each dimer has one electron, leading to an ‘‘effective ha
filled’’ dimer band.37–40,42Bond dimerization in the 1D 1/2-
filled band is unconditional for allU.2V,1,3 and thus this
dimer lattice itself distorts in a period 2 dimerization patte
in 1D. In this section we show the additional result that t
~anisotropic! 2D dimer lattice is unconditionally unstable t
a second dimerization for allt' .

We choose the hopping integrals between the two s
within the dimer cell to be 1.2 in our calculations. The tw
interdimer hopping integrals for the uniform dimer lattic
were taken to be 0.8, while for the distorted~‘‘dimerized’’ !
dimer lattice these were taken to be 0.7 and 0.9, respecti
~i.e., the dimerized dimer lattice has hopping integrals 1
0.7, 1.2, 0.9 along each chain!. Exact diagonalizations show
that a p-phase shift between the chains~i.e., dimer cells
lying directly above each other, but a strong interdimer bo
on one chain facing a weak interdimer bond on the n
chain! gives the lowest total energy. Again we defineDE
andDE0 as the electronic energies gained per site upon
terdimer bond distortion by the 2D and 1D lattices. Figure
shows theDE/DE0 behavior for the 832 lattice over the
complete range oft' and for the 836 and 1636 lattices for
several differentt' for U56 and V51. The 836 and
1636 lattices, taken together, cover nearly the full range
t' , and theDE/DE0 behavior for these lattices closely fo
low the curve for the 832 lattice. As before,DE/DE0 is
significantly greater than 1 for the complete range 0,t'
,1, indicating the persistence of the dimerization of t
dimer lattice in the interacting case, whereas for the non
teracting case, the dimerization vanishes, as expected.

Figure 10 shows the interchain spin-spin correlations
tween sites 2 and 3 on one chain and sitesj 51216 on a
neighboring chain, for a 1636 dimerized dimer system. No
tice the far smaller contribution by the•••1010••• intra-
chain charge ordering here. This is because of the large
ference between the hopping integrals even in the ‘‘u
form’’ lattice with interdimer hopping integrals of 0.8 here
Such a large bond dimerization diminishes the intrach
•••1010••• contribution. The spin-spin correlation ampl
tudes cannot be directly compared to Fig. 7 because of
different distortion amplitudes, but Fig. 10 shows that t
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SDW amplitude is significantly greater in the intermediatet'
regime (t'50.37 in the figure! compared to the smallt'
regime unlike the results in Fig. 7. Our calculations indic
that the larger the difference between the intradimer and
interdimer hopping integrals, the greater the range of thet'
over which the SDW is stable. Thus with hopping integr
of 1.2, 0.9, 1.2, and 0.7 along each chain, the SDW in
836 lattice persists even att'50.6 ~in contrast to the 2kF
bond-distorted lattice of Fig. 2!, but vanishes at still large
t' . This is expected from our discussion of the behavior
the SDW in Sec. III D. Recall that the smaller spin densit
on the sites labeled 0 are influenced by both the intrach
nearest neighbor as well as the interchain nearest neig
with opposite spin, and this competition creates a disorde
effect. The larger the hopping integral between the 0 and
nearest intrachain 1, the larger thet' necessary to create th

FIG. 9. DE/DE0 versust' for a dimerized dimer lattice for the
832, 836, and 1636 lattices, forU56, V51. The intradimer
hopping integrals are 1.2 in both cases. All interdimer hopping
tegrals are 0.8 in the dimer lattice, and 0.7 and 0.9 in the dimer
dimer lattice.
e
e

s
e

f
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disordering of the spin, hence the greater stability of
SDW. We shall later argue that this same phenomeno
related to the very large magnetic moments of t
k-~BEDT-TTF! salts.

4. Effects of additional Coulomb interactions

Figure 2 clearly suggests that interchain nearest-neigh
Coulomb interactionV' stabilizes the BCDW further. We
have confirmed this by exact numerical calculations for
832 lattice, as shown in Fig. 11 below, where we ha
plottedDE/DE0 for three different values ofV' : 0, 0.5, and
1. NonzeroV' increasesDE further. Similar calculations
were done also with variableV' but fixedV' /t' . An even
larger increase inDE is found in this case. ImplementingV'

over and aboveV is difficult within the CPMC, and therefore
these calculations could not be performed for larger lattic
However, based on the similarities between theDE behavior
of the three lattices studied in Figs. 4 and 9, no difference
the larger lattices is expected.

V. SUMMARY OF THEORETICAL RESULTS

We have performed detailed numerical calculations
various broken symmetries for the 2D 1/4-filled band with
Eq. ~1! and for the effective 1/2-filled band of dimer lattic
within Eq. ~2!, for U 5 6, V 5 1. Regarding these paramet
values, the broken symmetries we have found will occur
all intermediate to strongU but requireV to be less than a
critical Vc>2t.51

We have discovered three distinct new results in 1
First, we have confirmed that the BCDW state occurs sp
taneously even for zeroe-ph couplings@see Fig. 3~a!#. The
bond distortion pattern in the center of a long open ch
corresponds to a pure 2kF distortion, and coexists with the
2kF •••1100••• type charge modulation. Second, we ha
shown that a BOW appears spontaneously in a uniform
riodic ring when the SDW↑,↓, ↓,↑ is superimposed, con
firming the synergetic cooperation betweene-e ande-ph in-
teractions. The BOW pattern corresponds tor 4kF

50 @see Eq.
~7!# when the amplitude of the superimposed SDW is re

-
d

3
6

FIG. 10. Thez-z spin correla-
tions for the 1636 dimerized
dimer lattice. Correlations are
shown between site 2 and site
on the first chain and sites 1–1
on the second chain withU56,
V51 for two values oft' ~0.1
and 0.37!. Lines are guides to the
eye.
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tively weak @Fig. 3~b!#, but switches over tor 4kF
Þ0 when

the SDW amplitude is large@Fig. 3~c!#. Our earlier demon-
strations of the BOW-SDW coexistence were only for t
bond distorted periodic systems. Finally, from exact calcu
tions for a periodic dimerized dimer ring, we have esta
lished the new result that the BOW here also coexists w
the •••1100••• 2kF CDW, with the large~small! charges
occupying the sites connected by the stronger~weaker! inter-
dimer W8 ~W! bond @see Fig. 3~d!#. Our earlier work had
claimed that a 1/4-filled description was essential to obt
the BCDW and the BCSDW states. As shown in Fig. 3~d!,
the same result is obtained, however, even for the di
lattice,providedthe second dimerization is allowed to occu

Three different bond distortion patterns were investiga
in 2D. These correspond tor 4kF

50 @Fig. 2~a!#, r 4kF
5r 2kF

@Fig. 2~b!#, and the dimerized dimer lattice. In all cases
p-phase shift in the bond distortion between consecu
chains gives the lowest energy. From calculations of ene
gained upon bond distortion, we conclude that 2D bond d
torted lattices withr 4kF

50 and r 4kF
5r 2kF

are both more
stable than the uniform lattice~see numerical results in Figs
4 and 8!. Similarly, the dimerization of the dimer lattice i
also unconditional~see numerical results in Fig. 9!. The per-
sistence of the distortions is an interesting effect ofe-e in-
teractions and is in contradiction to what is expected wit
one-electron nesting concepts. The ground state of
strongly correlated 1/4-filled band is therefore an insulat
BCDW state for allt' .

The persistence of the BCDW for all anisotropies is a
evident from the charge density calculations. In Fig. 5,
have shown the amplitude of the CDW that accompanies
r 4kF

50 BOW as a function oft' . In the absence ofe-e

interaction, the CDW amplitude decreases rapidly witht'
even with nonuniform hopping integrals. One interesting
pect of these calculations is that the CDW pattern is the s
for all bond distortion patterns. Our computer capabilities
not allow us to determine self-consistently which of the th
BOW patterns dominate within Eqs.~1! and ~2! for a given
U, V, t' , a, and b. This is, however, largely irrelevan
because the charge ordering is the same with all the b
distortion patterns.

The SDW behavior is different from those of the BO
and the CDW. As seen from our numerical calculations

FIG. 11. DE/DE0 vs t' for the 832 lattice, withU56, V51,
andV'50,0.5,1.0, forr 4kF

50.
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interchain spin-spin correlations in Figs. 6 and 7, the SD
amplitude of the novel BCSDW state is initially enhanced
t' , but with further increase int' the SDW vanishes, indi-
cating a singlet BCDW state again in the larget' region. The
range oft' within which a stable SDW is found depends o
the BOW pattern, and within the dimerized dimer lattice~see
Fig. 10! the SDW can be stable over a wider range oft' .

VI. COMPARISON TO EXPERIMENTS ON THE
INSULATING STATES IN 2:1 ORGANIC CTS

Experimentally, the organic cationic CTS, with cation:a
ion ratio of 2:1, span the ranget'<0.1 in ~TMTTF! 2X to
t';1 in certain~BEDT-TTF! 2X. Hence these materials pro
vide a critical testing ground for our theoretical results.
Ref. 24, we compared our theoretical predictions regard
the BCSDW state to the mixed CDW-SDW found expe
mentally in ~TMTTF! 2Br, ~TMTSF! 2PF6, and a-(BEDT
2TTF)2KHg(SCN)4. Here we make additional, more de
tailed comparisons, distinguishing between 1D TMTTF a
weakly 2D TMTSF-based compounds, and also emphasiz
the similarities and differences between the salts of BED
TTF and BETS with different crystal structures. In the ca
of the TMTTF and TMTSF band structure calculations
hopping integrals have been summarized by Yamaji.61 In
both cases the lattice is anisotropic triangular in natu
which would correspond to our rectangular lattice with o
additional diagonal hoptdiag beyond the usualt' . Both t'
and tdiag are small in the 1D TMTTF, while they are com
parable in TMTSF and about 0.1utu in magnitude. As dis-
cussed in Sec. III D, the paired electron crystal ordering e
along the diagonal directions in the configurations shown
Figs. 2~a! and 2~b! indicate that the BCDW and the BCSDW
states continue to be stable for nonzerotdiag and there is thus
no loss of generality in considering a rectangular lattice. S
eral crystal structures occur in the BEDT-TTF systems, a
more subtle and individual analyses for the different ca
are required. Our aim is to show that a variety of rece
experiments indicate that the BCSDW and the BCDW
appropriate descriptions of the insulating states of this en
class of 2:1 cationic CTS, and conversely, the very nature
the insulating ground state in certain cases provides di
verification for some of our more surprising theoretical r
sults. We discuss below each class of material individua

A. „TMTTF …2X

The ~TMTTF! 2X compounds are nearly 1D semiconduc
ing materials with weak to moderate dimerization along
stacks at high temperature. Because of this dimerizat
they have often been described within the effective 1/2-fil
band picture.37,62 Further dimerization of the dimerizatio
occurs below the SP transition temperatureTSP (;15 K!.
Existing theories of the SP transition in these systems62 do
not discuss the simultaneous appearance of the 2kF CDW
andassumethat the site populations continue to be unifor
below TSP. As depicted in Fig. 1~c!, and as confirmed in
Fig. 3~d!, independent of whether these systems are con
ered as 1/4-filled or effective 1/2-filled with a dimer lattic
the appearance of this 2kF CDW is unconditional and the
site populations are therefore not uniform. In a rece
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NMR study of 13C spin-labeled ~TMTTF! 2PF6 and
~TMTTF! 2AsF6 charge-ordered states have been foun63

Although such a charge-ordering suggests agreement
the theory presented here, one problem is that the initial
pearance of the charge-ordered phase@at;70 K in ~TMTTF!

2PF6# occurs considerably aboveTSP ~15 K!.63 There are
two possible reasons why the charge ordering might app
at a temperatureTCO.TSP. First, this might be due to fluc
tuation effects associated with the 1D nature of the cryst
As has been shown by Schulz,64 fluctuation effects associ
ated with the SP transition may be seen at temperature
high as 4TSP, in which case signatures of charge orderi
would also become visible at these high temperatures.
observation of diffuse x-ray scattering at 2kF in this material
already at;60 K ~Refs. 36 and 44! seems to support thi
possibility. A second possibility is that the charge ordering
driven primarily by the Holsteine-ph couplingb in Hamil-
tonian~1!, and the SSH couplinga is small, such that actua
lattice displacement and spin singlet formation takes plac
lower temperature. Independent of which mechanism do
nates to giveTCO.TSP, it is important to keep in mind tha
~i! no charge-ordering is expected at all within conventio
theories of SP transition, and~ii ! as discussed extensively i
Sec. III, charge ordering of the type•••1010•••, as has
sometimes been suggested~see below and Ref. 51!, pro-
motes equal intrachain bonds, and thereforethe SP transition
could not occur if the•••1010••• charge ordering had
taken place. Finally as has been pointed out by u
previously,27 charge ordering of the type•••1100••• also
occurs in the SP phase of the anionic 1:2 TCNQ solids.

Although most~TMTTF! 2X exhibit the SP transition, the
material ~TMTTF! 2Br exhibits a transition to a SDW,65,66

like the ~TMTSF! 2X. Also like the~TMTSF! 2X, this mate-
rial can become superconducting, although at a relativ
high pressure of 26 kbars. Within the structural classificat
scheme described by Jerome,32 this difference is due to the
largert' in ~TMTTF! 2Br ~relative to the other TMTTF!. We
therefore discuss this material along with the~TMTSF! 2X.

B. „TMTTF …2Br and „TMTSF …2X

X-ray scattering studies by Ravy and Pouget36,44 have
shown that in both~TMTTF! 2Br and the prototype TMTSF
system,~TMTSF! 2PF6, CDW distortions occur below the
SDW transition temperatureTSDW. Similar conclusions have
been reached also by Kagoshimaet al.45 In ~TMTTF! 2Br
evidence for a 4kF lattice instability was found,36,44 clearly
suggesting that the insulating state here is the BCSDW
Fig. 2~b!. In ~TMTSF! 2PF6 the authors claim a ‘‘purely elec
tronic CDW,’’ which would indicate the dominance of th
2kF CDW over the BOW. Since, however, in both the 1/
filled band and the effective 1/2-filled band, the 2kF CDW
necessarily coexists with a BOW, the experimental wo
merely indicates that the transition to the BCSDW state
driven mainly by the Holsteine-ph coupling in Eq.~1! rather
than the SSH coupling~i.e., a is small!, so that the actua
modulations of the intermolecular distances are small.67 This
would agree with one of the two possible reasonings gi
by us for TCO being larger thanTSP in ~TMTTF! 2PF6 and
~TMTTF! 2AsF6, as discussed above.
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One additional comment appears to be necess
Fröhlich mode sliding conductivity has been seen
~TMTSF! 2X.68 While this indicates a weak incommensur
bility of the density wave~see below!, an equally important
point is that the sliding conductivity in the past has be
ascribed to a SDW: the SDW collective transport is view
as that of two CDW’s, one for each spin subband. The ac
displacement of the charge density is difficult to visualize
configuration space within this picture. We believe that t
experimental demonstration of the coexisting CDW and
present theoretical work, taken together, suggest the m
coherent viewpoint that the sliding mode conductivity is th
of a BCSDW.

C. a-„BEDT-TTF …2MHg„SCN…4

This class of materials, withM 5 K, Rb, Tl, and NH4 has
been of considerable interest recently.M5NH4 is a super-
conductor, butM 5 K, Rb, Tl are nonsuperconducting. Ear
magnetic susceptibility studies in theM5K material had in-
dicated anisotropic susceptibility below the so-called ‘‘kink
transition that occurs at 10 K, indicating a SDW; here t
kink refers to the change in slope that occurs in the temp
ture dependence of the resistivity and the Hall coefficie
On the other hand, analysis of the angle-dependent ma
toresistance oscillations by Sasaki and Toyota led these
thors to conclude already in 1995, prior to the experime
by Pouget and Ravy in the ~TMTSF! 2PF6,
that the dominant broken symmetry ina-(BEDT
2TTF)2MHg(SCN)4 is a CDW.69 Since, however, a CDW
would not explain the anisotropic susceptibility, Sasaki a
Toyota concluded that the broken symmetry here is a ‘‘m
terious’’ state that is a ‘‘SDW accompanied by a CDW’’ or
‘‘CDW accompanied by a SDW.’’ Muon spin resonanc
studies indicate very small magnetic moment per BEDT-T
molecule here,;0.003mB ~Ref. 70! @to be compared agains
0.08mB in ~TMTSF! 2X ~Ref. 71! and 0.4 – 1mB per BEDT-
TTF dimer in k-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu(CN)2Cl,72 see below#.
More recent13C-NMR studies in theM5Rb indicate even
smaller magnetic moment~if it exists at all! ;131024mB .73

Recent theoretical74 and experimental75 investigations con-
clude either that the dominant broken symmetry here i
CDW or that it is not a conventional SDW.76

We point out here that a mixed state with very sm
magnetic moments is exactly what is expected with
our theory. In Fig. 12 we have given a schematic vie
of the structure of the donor plane i
a-(BEDT-TTF)2MHg(SCN)4. The one-electron hopping
integrals ~called ‘‘tp’’ and ‘‘ tc’’ in the figure! have been
calculated using approximate one-electron techniques
Mori et al.77 and Ducasse and Fritsch.78 Here thetp corre-
spond to the interstack hopping and thetc to the intrastack
hopping. Four slightly differentp-type integrals and three
slightly different c-type integrals are obtained by these a
thors. We ignore the small differences within each type
hopping integrals, as a more important effect is the perio
modulation that appears with the BCDW. We believe th
what is relevant in the present context is thattp.tc . The
a-BEDT-TTF lattice is then simply a rotated~by approxi-
mately 45°) version of our rectangular lattice with botht and
t'5tp andtdiag5tc . Our calculations~see Figs. 4, 5, 8, and
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9! show that even att';1 the correlated 1/4-filled band~or
the dimerized dimer lattice! remains bond and charge di
torted, while based on the•••1100••• ordering along the
diagonals we have argued thattdiag does not destroy this
order ~see Sec. III D!. Furthermore, whilet'.t'

c destroys
the SDW order~leaving the BCDW intact! by disordering
the spins on the sites labeled 0~see Sec. III!, a smalltdiag
will have a tendency to restore it, since now each small s
has two neighbors with spins of the same sign and one
with opposite sign. Thus the experimentally observed str
BCDW and a weak nearly vanishing SDW is exactly wh
we expect within our theory. Further evidence for a par
gap has been found in the13C-NMR studies of
a-~BEDT-TTF!2KHg(SCN)4 in high magnetic fields, in a
region where the system was previously thought to b
metal.76 In Fig. 12 we give a schematic of the spin arrang
ment in thea-BEDT-TTF lattice; note that the underlyin
x↔y symmetry in the isotropic 2D limit implies that ther
are two degenerate orthogonal 2D BCDW states here.

Since in a-~BEDT-TTF!2MHg(SCN)4 charge-ordering
has also been discussed by Kino and Fukuyama,39 and more
recently, by Seo,79 we should point out that the charge o
dering proposed by these authors is different from tha
Fig. 12. Our charge-ordering in Fig. 12 is
rotated version of Fig. 2, where the occupancy schem
•••1100••• along thex-direction and along the diagonal
The charge ordering found by Kino and Fukuyama, and
Seo, assumes that the•••1010••• order dominates over th
•••1100••• order. The ordering determined by Kino an
Fukuyama is within a Hartree-Fock solution to the simp
Hubbard model~zero intersite Coulomb interaction and ze
e-ph coupling! and consists of a stripe structure with sta
occupancies (c direction in Fig. 12! alternating, i.e., stacks
are either completely filled or completely devoid of hole
More recently, Seo has repeated these calculations by in
porating nearest-neighbor Coulomb interactionV, but by
treatingU within the Hartree-Fock approximation and theV
within the Hartree approximation. Different stripe structur
including that of Fukuyama and Kino, are found now, b
once again, these are derived fundamentally from the oc

FIG. 12. Schematic view of structure ofa-~BEDT-TTF! donor
plane from Mori et al. ~Ref. 77! and Ducasse and Fritsch.78 The
solid lines correspond to stronger interstacktp hopping integrals,
the dotted lines to weaker intrastacktc hopping integrals. Thea and
c directions indicated are the crystal axes, and thex andy directions
correspond to along the chain and perpendicular to the chain
Fig. 2. The arrangement of the spins in the BCSDW state is in
cated. Any SDW should be weak because of the nearly isotropic
nature of the lattice, but nonvanishing because of the nonzerotc ,
which becomestdiag in the x-y coordinate system of Fig. 2~see
text!.
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pancy scheme•••1010••• . As has, however, been pointe
out by previous authors,19,27the•••1010••• charge ordering
for the case ofV50 is an artifact of the Hartree-Fock ap
proximation. Similarly, the Hartree approximation forV also
exaggerates the•••1010••• order while the Hartree-Fock
treatment of the Hubbard term exaggerates the SDW ord51

This is precisely why these authors find very large magn
moments in thea-phase materials, in disagreement with e
periments.

D. k-„BEDT-TTF …2X

The deviation from the rectangular lattice is much stro
ger here.31 Crystal structure effects are very strong, and a
consequence the lattice is strongly dimerized, with the dim
sites forming an effective triangular lattice.39 The strong de-
viation from the rectangular lattice precludes direct compa
sons against our theory. A more elaborate discussion of
spin arrangement will be given elsewhere. Here we o
point out that~i! our calculations with the dimerized dime
lattice indicate that very large spin moments are poss
when the intradimer hopping integrals are large compare
the interdimer hopping~see Fig. 10!, in qualitative agree-
ment with the observed very large magnetic moment
k-~BEDT-TTF!2Cu(CN)2Cl,72 and ~ii ! each dimer of
BEDT-TTF molecules has the cartoon occupancy of 10 or
and the •••1100••• ordering along one direction an
•••1010••• ordering along another~see Fig. 2!, thereby re-
ducing the spin frustration among the dimer sites forming
triangular lattice. In the absence of this population diffe
ence within each dimer cell~and the population differ-
ence is a consequence only of dimerization of the dim
lattice! the frustration within the triangular lattice woul
have severely reduced magnetic moments. We furt
point out that a pseudogap in the spectrum of magn
excitations has been observed in the SDW phase
k-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu@N(CN)2#Br ~Refs. 80–82! and
k-~BEDT-TTF!2Cu(NCS)2;81 this is in agreement with the
dimerization of the dimer lattice, since without the seco
dimerization there should be no spin gap within the 2D a
tiferromagnet.

The materialk-~BEDT-TTF!2Cu2(CN)3 merits separate
discussion. This material is not antiferromagnetic, and m
surement of spin susceptibility due to the BEDT-TTF co
ponents exhibits a steep drop below 10 K, suggesting SP-
behavior.83 This behavior is very similar to that in the BETS
based materials, which we discuss below, where we point
that forr51/2, this behavior is expected for the case of lar
t' (.t'

c ).

E. l-„BETS…2GaBrzCl4Àz „BETSÄBEDT-TSF…

These materials, discovered only recently,84–86 are super-
conducting for 0,z<0.8 and semiconducting for 0.8,z
,2.0. Thus the proximity between a semiconducting an
superconducting state that characterizes the TMTSF and
BEDT-TTF is also a characteristic feature of thel-BETS. In
contrast to the TMTSF and the BEDT-TTF systems, ho
ever, the semiconducting state in the BETS isnonmagnetic
and possesses a spin gap.87 Magnetic susceptibility studies
indicate absence of anisotropy in the susceptibility, and
spin-flop transition~signature of antiferromagnetism! was

in
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found down to 10 K, which is close to the maximum sup
conducting critical temperatureTc ~onset 7.5 K, and even
higher in certain samples!.84 The absence of the SDW i
particularly perplexing here in view of the strong two dime
sionality predicted within extended Hu¨ckel band
calculations.86

The lattice structures of thel-(BETS)2GaBrzCl42z are
known.84 The stacking of the organic donor molecules
very similar to theb-BEDT-TTF systems, i.e., a nearly rec
angular lattice with strong intrastack coupling, weaker tra
verse coupling, and very weak coupling along one diago
The nearly rectangular lattice permits comparison with
theory. One interesting feature of the lattice structure is t
the intrastack bonds have strengths that areW8SWS, exactly
the structure expected for ther 4kF

Þ0 lattice in Fig. 2~b! as
well as the dimerized dimer lattice. We believe that while t
difference between the strong and weak bonds is a cry
structure effect, the further dimerization of the dimer latti
is a consequence of the BCDW instability discussed her

Hartree-Fock calculations by Seo and Fukuyama88 within
an anisotropic Hubbard Hamiltonian gave an antiferrom
netic ground state instead of the nonmagnetic state. S
Hartree-Fock calculations overestimate antiferromagneti
these authors then chose theU→` limit of Hubbard model
to arrive at a dimerized, anisotropic 2D Heisenberg s
Hamiltonian, each lattice site of which corresponds to o
dimer of the original BETS lattice. The antiferromagnetic-S
boundary within the 2D dimerized Heisenberg spin Ham
tonian has been investigated by Katoh and Imada us
QMC simulations.89 For the longitudinal and transverse e
change integrals derived by Seo and Fukuyama, the Q
calculations still predict the antiferromagnetic structure88

Seo and Fukuyama explain the spin gap inl-BETS by
claiming that the second dimerization of the dimer latt
~i.e., intermolecular distancesW8SWS, instead ofWSWS)
takes these systems to the 1D side of the 1D-
antiferromagnetic-SP boundary, exactly as~TMTTF! 2PF6,
even though the actual transverse hopping integrals are la

We believe that the problem faced by these authors ar
entirely from their effective 1/2-filled band approximatio
As seen in Fig. 10, the dimerization of the dimer latti
enhances the SDW in the region of small to intermediatet'
and therefore cannot be the origin of the spin gap or supp
edly 1D behavior. Recall also that~TMTTF! 2PF6, which is
certainly on the 1D side of the 1D-2D boundary, is nons
perconducting. In contrast,l-BETS does become superco
ducting and that too at aTc that is considerably higher tha
that in the ~TMTSF! 2X, indicating what we believe to be
strongly 2D character.86 We believe that the solution to thi
puzzle lies in recognizing ther51/2 character of the
~BETS! 2X. An essential difference between the effecti
1/2-filled band model of Seo and Fukuyama and ours is
within the former, there are only two regions, nearly 1D a
2D, with the spin states as singlet and antiferromagne
respectively. Our work indicates that there are three dist
regions, singlet, antiferromagnet, and singlet again, a
function of increasingt' , independent of whether one a
sumes a 1/4-filled band or an effective 1/2-filled band. W
therefore believe that a more natural explanation of the s
gap phase is obtained within our theory, with the sing
ground state in semiconducting BETS not being due tot'
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that is too small,but due to a t' that is too large(.tc)
to give SDW. This would be in agreement with the stro
two dimensionality of these systems.84,86 We believe
that the same explanation also applies to
k-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3, discussed in the above. We pr
dict that experiments that can probe charge ordering will fi
two kinds of BETS molecules with different electronic pop
lations, with greater charge densities on the two BETS m
ecules that are linked by theW8 bond.

VII. POSSIBLE IMPLICATIONS FOR ORGANIC
SUPERCONDUCTIVITY

What might be the implications of our BCSDW an
BCDW states to organic superconductivity, the mechan
for which remains unclear despite two decades of resea
We present here several partial responses to this challen
question.

First, given the robustness of the BCDW/BCSDW in t
exactly 1/4-filled band, we believe that the superconductiv
must be the result of weak incommensurability in the act
materials. Specifically, we suggest and discuss in more d
below, that superconductivity arises from the pairing of co
mensurability defects in the background BCDW/BCSDW
That such weak incommensurability exists is strongly in
cated by ~i! the observation of a zero-energy mod
in the optical conductivity90,91 of ~TMTSF! 2PF6 and
~TMTSF! 2ClO4; ~ii ! the observation of Fro¨hlich mode slid-
ing transport in the same materials;68 and ~iii ! the observa-
tion of a ‘‘partially gapped Fermi surface’’ in the metalli
region76 of a-(BEDT-TTF)2KHg(SCN)4. Extremely inter-
esting results in this context were reported by Koma
et al.,83 who showed that the superconductivity
k-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 was due to a subtle change
the valence state of the Cu. The purek-phase material is a
semiconductor with the Cu valence of11. According to the
authors of Ref. 83, the superconducting phase correspon
a different material (k8 in the authors’ notation! in which
some of the Cu~several hundred ppm! have acquired valency
21. This was confirmed from electron spin resonance st
ies. The increase in Cu valency decreases the overall n
tive charge on the anion, and therefore the overall posi
charge on the cation, providing a weak incommensurabi
that appears to be essential for superconductivity.83 This re-
sult lends credence to our suggestion that organic super
ductivity arises from the pairing of commensurability defec
within the BCDW/BCSDW background.

Second, the similarities between the organic and h
temperature oxide superconductors have been pointed o
recent years by several research groups.40,92–95One obvious
apparent similarity between these two classes of super
ductors is the proximity of the SDW to superconductivit
Our studies suggest that superconductivity in the organic
actually occurring at the interface of a Coulomb-induc
BCDW that for a range oft' coexists with the SDW. It
therefore seems more likely that the pair binding is actua
driven by the BCDW, and not the SDW, although it is pro
able that the symmetry of the pairing state may depend
the SDW~see below!. As noted above, the experimental o
servation of superconductivity in thel-(BETS)2GaCl4
~where no proximate SDW is observed87! supports this view.
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An important implication of this perspective is that it cas
doubt on recent spin-fluctuation theories oforganic super-
conductivity within the effective 1/2-filled correlated ele
tron model.96–100The consequences of this conclusion fro
the organics for the high-Tc materials are unclear, but it i
perhaps not irrelevant in this context to point out that e
dence for superconductivity within the 2D nearly 1/2-fille
Hubbard model, which for largeU has strongly AFM behav-
ior, has remained elusive,101–103despite more than a decad
of intense research.104,105

Third, there are striking similarities between th
‘‘doped’’ BCSDW/BCDW scenario and several other the
retical suggestions of superconductivity induced by dop
of exotic ‘‘paired’’ semiconductors. As we have noted pr
viously, the BCSDW and the BCDW states are very simi
to the ‘‘paired electron crystal’’~as opposed to the mon
atomic Wigner crystal! found by Moulopoulos and Ashcrof
for the intermediate density electron gas.57 Superconductiv-
ity near the ‘‘melting’’ transition of the paired electron cry
tal has been conjectured by a number of authors in
past,106–109even before the discovery of organic or high-Tc

superconductivity. The commensurate BCDW is also qu
tatively similar to a ‘‘negativeU –positiveV’’ effective 1/2-
filled extended Hubbard model, with the effective latti
sites consisting of~i! the ‘‘occupied’’ pair ~1–1! of nearest-
neighbor sites, and~ii ! the ‘‘unoccupied’’ pair ~0–0! of
nearest-neighbor sites, in Fig. 1~c!. Within this scenario,
there is an effective attraction between the carriers on
occupied pair of dimer sites, but an effective repulsion
tween two pairs of occupied dimers. For models of this ty
it is known that diagonal and off-diagonal long-range ord
can in principle coexist slightly away from commensura
filling.110–112Further, Imada has studied113 a 2D spin-Peierls
state ~not possible in the monatomic 1/2-filled band! in
which each composite site is again a dimer, with the dim
sites now having occupancies 10 and 01@see Fig. 2~b! and
note that the bonds between a 10 and 01 and between
and a 10 are different, giving rise to a spin-Peierls-like b
havior#. His numerical simulations find evidence for supe
conductivity in the hypothetical doped 2D spin-Peie
state.113 Finally, Emeryet al., have recently suggested114 that
superconductivity can exist for incommensurate fillings
models that support stripe phases and in which a spin ga
present. Since the analysis in Ref. 114 does not make d
contact with an initial microscopic Hamiltonian, but rath
posits the form of the effective Hamiltonian in the vicinity o
an unpinned stripe phase, it is not possible immediately
make detailed comparisons with our results. We can, h
ever, make two comments. First, Ref. 114 reflects the w
spread belief that models within which a spin gap persist
the doped state are strong candidates for a microsc
theory of correlated superconductivity. Our preliminary n
merical evidence suggests that both the BCDW and
BCSDW will continue to have a spin gap when doped; f
ther work is in progress to confirm this. Second, regard
the attractive possibility that our BCSDW/BCDW state pr
vides the background charge order within which commen
rability defects may pair to form a superconducting state,
note that the occupancy schemes in Fig. 1~c! and Figs. 2~a!
and 2~b! resemble intersecting stripes, where each strip
-
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obtained by connecting the 1–1 bonds along thex and x
1y (2x1y) directions.

The possible BCSDW/BCDW to superconductor tran
tion in the organic CTS clearly requires further study. W
close our present discussion of this topic with comments
three important open issues:~i! the possible mechanism fo
superconducting pairing;~ii ! the problem of phase separa
tion; and~iii ! the symmetry of the order parameter.

First, the possible mechanism for pairing of commensu
bility defects within the 2D BCDW can be visualized mo
simply in the rigid bond limit, where nearest-neighbor bon
retain their individual distortions independent of the occ
pancies of the sites linked by these bonds. The comme
rate BCDW in this limit can be viewed as consisting
‘‘quasimolecules,’’ where each quasimolecule is a 1
dimer. If two holes are now removed from the system, it
energetically preferable to destroy one ‘‘quasichemi
bond,’’ thereby creating an intersite~small! bipolaron, as op-
posed to destroying two bonds and creating two polaro
Thus, within theW8SWSstructure (tS.tW8.tW), eachW8
bond acts as a ‘‘negative-U ’’ center in the rigid bond limit. It
is of course highly unlikely that superconductivity can
obtained, at least at the experimentalTc , due to condensa
tion of small bipolarons,111 so this might appear to present
serious problem for this proposed mechanism. In fact, w
one goes beyond the oversimplified rigid bond limit to t
full model that correctly reflects the cooperation betweene-e
ande-ph interactions in the 1/4-filled band, one finds that t
actual commensurability defects are more like the extend
‘‘resonant’’ ~and therefore mobile! bipolarons that are indee
candidates for explaining superconductivity in strongly c
related systems.111,112To understand this in detail, conside
again the weakly incommensurate BCDW, starting from
1D limit, but now with thee-ph interactions included. Below
the 4kF transition temperatureT4kF

, but above the 2kF tran-

sition temperatureT2kF
, incommensurability leads tofrac-

tionally chargedsolitons with chargee/2, and each vacancy
creates two such defects.115,116 Previous work has assume
that the soliton charge remainse/2 even below the 2kF tran-
sition, which implies that two vacancies create four su
defects.116 However, Ref. 116 assumes that the site cha
density remains uniform even below the 1D 2kF SP~dimer-
ization of the dimer lattice! transition, which is precisely
what we have shown here not to be the case. Indeed,
consequence of this spatial charge inhomogeneity~charge
ordering!, the ‘‘solitons’’ now acquire integer charge~i.e.,
two fractionally charged solitons bind to give a single solit
with charge1e), as we have shown explicitly elsewhere.117

A pair of added vacancies within the 1D BCDW belowT2kF

therefore creates~only! two solitons. In the strictly 1D limit,
these do not bind, but with increasingt' , one expects bind-
ing to a large bipolaron. The source of this binding is pre
cisely the same as the source of soliton confinemen
coupled chains of polyacetylene:1 in the region between the
two defect centers the phase relationships between the
DW’s on neighboring chains is different from the preferr
one ~viz., p!, and therefore a large separation between
defect centers would increase the energy~linearly with in-
creasing separation!. There exists therefore aspace-
dependentinteraction between the polarons, which is rep
sive at short range but attractive at some (t'-dependent!
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intermediate range. The bipolaron size, as well as its dim
sionality, depends ont' ~as well as onU and V). There is
currently limited analysis of 2D large bipolarons in th
strongly correlated limit, although some results suggest
these can indeed be mobile.112 Within this scenario, super
conductivity occurs due to the condensation of these la
bipolarons, which isnot precluded by the theoretical analys
of Ref. 111. Resolving the question of whether static dist
tion is sufficient, or whether dynamical phonons will have
be included, will require further work.

Second, in many existing models of superconducting p
ing involving correlated electrons, the interactions that b
two particles also lead to phase separation, since the at
tion producing pairing does not saturate. Perhaps the
known example of this is thet-J model104,118away from 1/2
filling. In contrast, within any ‘‘negativeU ’’ model there
does exist a saturation in this attraction~since a single site
can at most have two electrons!, and the analogy betwee
our BCDW model and the effective 1/2-filled ‘‘negativ
U –positiveV’’ case suggests that phase separation will a
not occur here. Further, the immediately previous discuss
of the proposed binding mechanism makes clear that w
small but macroscopic~say, 1%! concentration of commen
surability defects, there is no particular energetic advant
in creating additional polarons or bipolarons proximate to
original bipolaron~in contrast to, say, thet-J model, where
thereis such an energetic advantage!.

Third, what symmetry do we expect for the supercondu
ing order parameter in our model? This is clearly a challe
ing issue, particularly since even with thesame BCDW
background the pairing symmetry in the highly anisotro
TMTSF might be different from that in the more two
dimensional BEDT-TTF and BETS. Several recent expe
ments have presented evidence consistent with nodes in
superconducting gap function in the BEDT-TTF.119–122This
is reminiscent ofd-wave symmetry of the superconductin
order parameter in the high-temperature copper oxide ba
superconductors. On the other hand, Leeet al. have recently
presented evidence123,124 suggesting that a spin
triplet p-wave pairing is necessary to explain data
~TMTSF! 2PF6, where the upper critical field Hc2 shows no
saturation with the field in the plane of the organic molecu
and exceeds the Pauli paramagnetic~Clogston! limit ex-
pected to hold for singlet superconductors123 and the tem-
perature dependent Knight shift measurements of77Se show
that the spin susceptibility remains unaltered through the
perconductingTc .124 Within the continuum RG theories16,17

triplet superconductivity does indeed occur proximate to
SDW. However, within the discrete extended Hubba
model, triplet superconductivity occurs within a very narro
region of the positiveU –negativeV sector of theU-V phase
diagram, bounded by the SDW phase and a phase segre
phase.55 Triplet pairing thus will not only require a change
sign of the nearest-neighbor Coulomb interaction within o
original Hamiltonian of Eq.~1!, but will also occur for a very
narrow critical range of this parameter. But to resolve defi
tively the issue of the symmetry of the order parame
within our model will be a nontrivial task, as the cons
quences of the interplay betweene-e ande-ph interactions,
as well as the effects of anisotropy, must be properly und
stood.
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APPENDIX A: AFM-SINGLET TRANSITION
FOR WEAK ANISOTROPY

Our goal here is to understand the second AFM-to-sing
transition that should occur in the quarter-filled band
large t' from a perspective that is different from the on
presented in Sec. III. Specifically, we refer to the antifer
magnetic dimer lattice of Fig. 1~b! with weak intrachain in-
terdimer links, and the frozen valence bond state of Fig. 1~c!,
in which one of the interdimer links (W8 in the notation of
Sec. III! is now stronger than the other (W in the notation of
Sec. III!, and is a singlet bond. We aim to give variation
arguments at the simplest level that~i! point out the differ-
ence betweenr51 andr51/2, and~ii ! indicate that the fro-
zen valence bond state of Fig. 1~c! dominates over the anti
ferromagnetic dimer lattice of Fig. 1~b! for large t' and
therefore the dimerization of the dimer lattice is uncon
tional. The argument given below is not to be considered
a proof, but rather, it provides convincing physical motiv
tion for the numerical work discussed in Sec. IV.

Note that our discussion here is limited to the relati
stabilities of two insulating states, and not the competit
with any metallic state. We consider only the simple Hu
bard Hamiltonian withV50 ~since forr51/2 the periodicity
of the CDW is the same for allV,Vc and while forr51 the
V merely reduces the effective on-site correlation! for t'
51. For completeness we begin by repeating the variatio
argument for the dominance of the SDW over the BOW
r51. Consider the Heisenberg antiferromagnetic s
Hamiltonian

H5J(̂
i j &

Si•Sj . ~A1!

Consider also the singlet variational state (1,2)(3,4)•••(N
21,N), with singlet bonds between nearest neighbors in
and the Ne´el state•••↑↓↑↓•••. The energy of an isolated
singlet bond is2(3/4)J while that of a two-site Ne´el state is
2(1/4)J. The overall variational energy of the singlet sta
in 1D is 2(3/8)NJ and that of the Ne´el state2(1/4)NJ, so
that the singlet dominates over the Ne´el state in 1D. In the
2D isotropicN3N lattice, we compare~i! the frozen valence
bond state in which each chain still has the same spin c
plings as in 1D~note that at the level of our approximatio
the relative phases between consecutive chains make no
ference!, and~ii ! the 2D Néel state. The variational energy o
the frozen valence bond state is2(3/8)N2J, but now be-
cause of the larger number of nearest neighbors the energ
the Néel state has a lower value2(1/2)N2J, which therefore
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dominates over the frozen valence bond state. Thus for
51 in 1D the SP state dominates, while in 2D the SDW w
over the SP state. While this argument may appear simp
tic, it nevertheless predicts the dominance of the antife
magnet over the singlet inr51.

Consider now the isotropic 2Ddimerizedr51/2 lattice
with moderately strong dimerization@Fig. 1~b!#. The effec-
tive 1/2-filled band is clearly a SDW, with the dimerizatio
pattern being necessarily ‘‘in-phase’’ between consecu
chains, as shown in Fig. 1~b! @to prevent confusion in wha
follows we have not shown the bonds in Fig. 1~b!, but a
strong bond between the two sites within the parentheses
weaker interdimer bonds have been assumed#. The indi-
vidual site populations are equal in this state and eac
exactly 1/2. Our contention is that this state has ahigher
variational energy than that reached by further dimerizat
of the dimer lattice, which gives ther51/2 frozen valence
bond state shown in Fig. 1~c!, where there occur interdime
singlet bonds and site occupancies•••1100••• ~the singlet
bonds in Fig. 1~c! are between the occupied sites!. The rea-
son for this is that unlike inr51, the exchange integrals tha
describe the effective Heisenberg models in the SDW
the singlet are nowdifferent, in spite of the fact that both
Heisenberg systems are derived from the same Hub
Hamiltonian. In Fig. 1~c!, we are considering isolated singl
bonds, with site occupancies of 1, andJ is clearly 2t2/U,
exactly as forr51. In Fig. 1~b!, on the other hand, the
exchange integral has to correspond to a truer51/2 system,
since each site occupancy is now 1/2. The exchange inte
J8 for arbitraryr in 1D is 2(t2/U)r@12sin(2pr/)2pr#,52 so
that for r51/2 we haveJ85(1/2)J along each chain~the x
direction!. This expression is strictly true only in the 1
undistorted chain, and for the distorted 1D chain or in
one needs to calculateJ8 from comparing singlet-triplet gap
within the structure corresponding to Fig. 1~b! and within the
1/2-filled band. We have calculated these gaps for finite
tices separately for the longitudinal and transverse direct
and have found that whileJ85(1/2)J is quite accurate for
the longitudinal direction, theJ8 in the transverse direction i
even smaller~the difference between the longitudinal an
transverse directions originates from dimerization along
longitudinal direction only!, with the restriction that only in-
terdimer hops lead to spin exchange. Even if we consider
largest possible value forJ85J/2, the variational energy o
the Néel state in Fig. 1~b! is then 2(1/2)(N2/2)J85
2(1/8)N2J, while that of the frozen valence bond state
Fig. 1~c! ~with N2/4 singlet bonds! is 2(3/4)N2/4J5
2(3/16)N2J. Thus the frozen valence bond state domina
over the dimer SDW, implying that the dimerization of th
dimer lattice is unconditional, and the difference from t
simpler r51 case arises from the smaller~by factor of 2!
exchange integral in the uniform dimer lattice of Fig. 1~b!.
The above approach is obviously simplistic, but no more
than the physical argument for the dominance of the SDW
r51.

APPENDIX B: NUMERICAL METHODOLOGY

1. Constrained path Monte Carlo „CPMC…

The CPMC ground-state quantum Monte Carlo metho58

uses a constraining trial wave function to eliminate expon
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tial loss of signal due to the Fermion sign problem. Althou
the method has been thoroughly benchmarked against kn
results for the Hubbard model, the method is nonvariation
and it is important to check its accuracy in every new syst
against exact results and to use a variety of different t
wave functions. The current application is different from pr
vious ones in including theV interaction, as well as in the
choice of the band filling~previously tested cases were fo
band fillings close to 1/2!. Furthermore, previous work ha
shown that most accurate results are obtained when the
noninteracting wave functions have ‘‘closed-shell’’ nond
generate configurations. In the next subsection it is sho
that the proper boundary conditions for simulating coup
1/4-filled band chains involves having 4n electrons~wheren
is an integer! per chain. This implies degeneracy of the tri
wave functions att'50 and again neart'51. It is thus
necessary to check the accuracy of the method for our
pose, and this was done by comparing CPMC results w
the exact results for the 832 lattice.

Figure 13 summarizes the results of the benchmark
ergy calculations for an 832 lattice, periodic in thex direc-
tion, with U56 and V51. Both undistorted and the 2kF
@r 2kF

Þ0,r 4kF
50 in Eq. ~7!# bond distorted systems wer

compared, where for the uniform lattice all hopping integr
were taken to be 1.0, while for the distorted system th
were 1.14, 1.0, 0.86, and 1.0@as in Fig. 2~a!#. For this am-
plitude of the 2kF distortion, the absolute value ofDE is
only 0.3% of the total energy~at t'50.4). Such a small
energy difference is not easy to measure within quant
Monte Carlo. We note that energy differences of this orde
magnitude have also been calculated using CPMC to st
hole binding in the three-band Hubbard model.59 The CPMC

FIG. 13. Percent errors in the CPMC energies for~a! undistorted
and ~b! 2kF bond-distorted@the hopping integrals in the distorte
lattice correspond to those in Fig. 2~a!# 832 lattices withU56 and
V51. Triangles are for the free-electron trial function; circles f
the UHF trial function.
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values are scaled forDt→0 from Dt50.05 andDt50.1 to
remove the Trotter discretization error. The trial wave fun
tions used were either the free-electron wave function, o
unrestricted Hartree-Fock~UHF! wave function withU52
andV50.5. Hartree-Fock wave functions with largerU and
V gave less accurate results, probably due to the tendenc
UHF to exaggerate AFM correlations. In Fig. 13 the UH
trial functions produced larger errors than the free-elect
trial functions for the distorted system at smallt' because
the SDW correlations there are exaggerated by the UHF
proximation. The CPMC systematic errors are largest
small t' (,0.2) and larget' (.0.8) possibly due to the
degeneracies in the one-electron occupancies att'50 and
t'5t. However, at larget' , the UHF trial wave function
produced slightly more accurate results for the 832 dis-
torted lattice possibly because the numerically derived U
wave function breaks some of the symmetry of the nonin
acting wave function. In the intermediatet';0.4 regime, the
CPMC energies are indistinguishable from the exact ener
within the statistical error. The accuracy of the CPM
method in this region is very reassuring, since for thenonin-
teractingcase, att'50.4 the distortion has already vanishe

In addition to comparing energies, we have also compa
charge densities and spin-spin correlation functions. Tab
compares the charge densities and spin-spin correlat
computed by CPMC for the 832 distorted lattice att'
50.4. The agreement with the exact result is not as goo
for the energy~typically 1–5 % for the charges and 5–10
for the spin-spin correlations!, but is more than adequate t
identify the presence and periodicity of the broken symme
states. Thus in general, we find the CPMC results are clos
the exact results for both energies and correlation functio
except for very small or larget' .

2. Boundary conditions

As noted above, we determine the proper combination
lattices and boundary conditions for the numerical simu
tions by the requirement that nonzerot' destabilizes the
BCDW for noninteracting electrons with those boundar
conditions on that particular finite lattice: i.e., we require t
finite lattices to reflect correctly the known behavior of t
noninteracting case in the thermodynamic limit.

TABLE I. Comparison of CPMC and exact charge density a
spin-spin correlations for an 832 system withU56, V51, t'
50.4, with the same distortion of hopping integrals as in Fig.
Sites on the first chain are numbered 1–8, those on the second
9–16.

^r j& ^si
zsj

z&
j Exact CPMC i , j Exact CPMC

1 0.4799 0.4756~6! 1,9 20.06095 20.0585~7!

2 0.5201 0.5250~6! 1,10 20.03215 20.0312~7!

3 0.5201 0.5240~6! 1,11 0.01408 0.0161~7!

4 0.4799 0.4772~6! 1,12 20.02698 20.0231~6!

1,13 20.07299 20.0687~6!

1,14 20.03085 20.0268~5!

1,15 0.01408 0.0158~6!

1,16 20.02552 20.0239~7!
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Consider anN3M lattice, with N sites along the chain
and M chains. To avoid odd/even effects, consider an e
number of electrons per chain. This number can then be
ther 4n or 4n12, wheren is an integer. To obtain a 1/4
filled band, one can then haveN54n3258n or N5(4n
12)3258n14. The properN for our purpose isN58n
~i.e., 4n electrons per chain!. This follows from the one-
electron energy levels of coupled chains with 4n and 4n
12 electrons per chain. In Fig. 14 below we have shown
one-electron energy levels for the undistorted 832 ~top
panel, labeled a! and 1232 ~bottom panel, labeled b! lattices
~both periodic in thex direction!, corresponding tot'50 on
the left and 0.1 on the right in both cases. In the 832 lattice,
the degeneracy att'50 will lead to spontaneous distortion
For nonzerot' and ap-phase shift between chains~which
gives lower energy than phase shifts of 0 orp/2), the pairs
of one-electron levels that are coupled by phonons with w
vector (2kF ,p! are (22p/8,0! and (12p/8,p); and
(12p/8,0! and (22p/8,p). The finite gap that occurs fo
t'Þ0 between each pair of one-electron levels coupled
the (2kF ,p! phonon indicates absence of nesting and
destabilization of the distortion. This energy gap increa
with t' , leading to a decrease inDE with t' for N58n ~see
Fig. 15 for details!, as occurs in the thermodynamic limit. I
contrast, consider the 1232 lattice, in which the one-
electron ground state is nondegenerate. There is now a
zero energy gap between the levels coupled by thekF
electron-phonon interaction already att'50 (kx522p/12
and kx514p/12; kx512p/12 and kx524p/12). With
nonzero t' , and once again ap-phase shift between th
chains, the energy gap between the levels (22p/12,p) and
(14p/12,0!, and similarly that between the leve
(12p/12,p) and (24p/12,0!, decreases, indicating that the
tendency to distort hereincreases with interchain coupling,
at least for small to moderatet' .

For largeN, the difference betweenN58n and N58n
14 vanishes, as is shown in Fig. 15, where Figs. 15~a! and
15~b! show the behavior ofDE(t') for N58n and 8n14,

.
ain

FIG. 14. Occupancies of the one-electron levels for the un
torted~a! 832 lattice, witht'50 ~left! andt'50.1 ~right! and~b!
1232 lattice, also witht'50 ~left! and t'50.1 ~right!.
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PRB 62 13 421BOND-ORDER AND CHARGE-DENSITY WAVES IN THE . . .
respectively. The qualitative behavior~destabilization of the
distortion! is the same for allN58n, and monotonically de-
creasingDE is also seen forN58n14 for largeN, but finite
size effects~increasingDE at small to intermediatet') are
strong even forN528, a chain length already too large fo
accurate 2D many-body calculations. The correct qualita
behavior of allN58n is the basis of our choice of theseN.

In contrast to the choice ofN, there is no immediate re
striction on the choice ofM, the number of chains, excep
that M should be even, to avoid even/odd effects.M54n
and 4n12 both show the same qualitative behavior, as s
from the plots ofDE versust' in Fig. 16, for severalM
54n lattices (M54n12 are included in Fig. 15!. Thus both
M54n and 4n12 are appropriate. Our choice ofM54n
12 is based on two reasons. First, exact diagonalization
culations on the 832 lattice allows comparisons to resul
obtained within CPMC, and the exact diagonalizations c
not be done for the next larger appropriate lattice, v
834. Second, theM54n lattices are characterized by on
electron Fermi level degeneracies fort'Þ0 ~even though the
degenerate levels are not coupled by (2kF ,p! phonons!, and
the absence of a single well-defined one-electron wave fu
tion would make the CPMC calculations considerably m
difficult than for M54n12 lattices, which have nondegen
erate one-electron levels for nonzerot' .

FIG. 15. One-electronDE/DE0 versust' for ~a! N58n and~b!
N58n14. In each case results for severalN3M lattices are
shown.

FIG. 16. One-electronDE/DE0 for the 834, 838, 1634, 16
38, and 16316 lattices for the 2kF bond distortions as in Fig. 2~a!.
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3. UHF calculations of bond distortion

As discussed in the subsection on methods in this app
dix, UHF trial wave functions for the CPMC calculation
were constructed for regions where one-electron wave fu
tions were degenerate. Since UHF calculations give reas
ably correct results in the smallU,V range it is also of in-
terest to determine the tendency of the 2D lattice to dis
within the UHF approximation. One advantage of this pr
cedure is that much larger lattices than those discusse
Sec. IV can be tested. We report these results here. We
chosen relatively smallU and V for two reasons: the UHF
procedure does not converge well for larger interactions,
the smaller values ofU andV gave better results when use
as a CPMC trial function~compared to a numerically exactl
solved 832 system!. Figure 17 shows the normalized energ
gain from a 2kF distortion for two different lattices, within
the UHF approximation. The UHF results show th
DE/DE0 remains close to 1 for at least up tot';0.4, indi-
cating a tendency to persistent distortion up to thist' . Al-
thoughDE/DE0 begins to decrease at still largert' , these
calculations are for a relatively small value ofU, and as
discussed in Sec. III, the range oft' over which the distor-
tion should persist increases withU. Thus the qualitative
effects of thee-e interaction are already visible within th
UHF approach at smallU, while a fully persistent broken
symmetry state will occur only for larger values of thee-e
interaction that are beyond the scope of the UHF. Given t
the UHF approximation predicts a vanishing of the bo
dimerization in the 1/2-filled band for a fairly smallUc ~the
actual magnitude ofUc depends ona), in contrast to the
correct result that there is an enhancement of
dimerization1 for 0,U,4, the present results, showing
persistence of the distortion for moderatet' , is initially per-
plexing. The reason for the correct prediction in this case
that the UHF exaggerates the SDW, which destroys
BOW in the 1/2-filled band, but has a cooperative interact
with the 1/4-filled band BOW for small to moderatet' .

APPENDIX C: SPIN CHARACTER
OF THE GROUND STATE

As discussed in Appendix B, the proper boundary con
tion for the numerical evaluation of the electronic ener

FIG. 17. DE/DE0 vs t' for a 2kF bond distortion (r 4kF
50) for

noninteracting and the interacting lattices within the UHF appro
mation. Intrachain hopping integrals for the distorted lattices are
indicated in Fig. 2~a!.
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13 422 PRB 62S. MAZUMDAR, R. T. CLAY, AND D. K. CAMPBELL
gained upon bond or site distortion inr51/2 involves finite
N3M lattices with N58n. This requires the number o
electrons per chain to be 4n, and it is known that in 1D
periodic undistortedrings with rÞ1, the ground state ha
overall spinS51 instead of 0 for any nonzeroU.

The spin of the ground state of the distorted periodic r
depends on its size and the magnitude of the HubbardU. For
the values of the correlation parameters and bond distor
parameter in Fig. 4, the ground state in theN58 distorted
periodic ring hasS51, while theN516 ground state hasS
50. Thus theDE0 in Fig. 4 for nonzeroe-e interaction
corresponds toDETT ~i.e., the energy gained by the triple
state upon bond distortion! for N58, and toDETS ~undis-
torted state inS51, distorted state inS50) for N516.
Whether or not the comparisons of the zero and nonzert'
are then meaningful is an important question. We pres
here the detailed results of three different sets of calculatio
each of which indicates that our interpretation of the res
of Fig. 4 ~viz., strong tendency of the interacting 1/4-fille
lattice to distort at arbitraryt') is correct.

First, we have calculated the exact ground states of
832 lattice for t' as small as 0.01. In Table II we hav
given theS50 andS51 energies of the 832 lattice forU
56 and V51, for three small values oft' . The coupled
chain system is in theS50 state forboth zero and nonzero
bond distortion for the smallest nonzerot' . The important
point now is that instead of choosing the single isola
chain as the standard in Fig. 4, we could have also cho
the coupled chain system witht'50.01 as the standard, pro
vided the distortion of thet'50.01 lattice is also uncondi
tional. Even if the nesting ideas were valid, we believe t
the coupled chain system witht'50.01 is unconditionally
distorted and then the results in Table II clearly show t
DE increases with further increase int' , indicating en-
hanced distortion relative tot'50.01. The error bars in the
CPMC calculations prevent us from performing similar c
culations for the 836 or the 1636 lattices, but the overal
similarities in the~i! occupancies of the one-electron leve
for nonzerot' and~ii ! DE behavior, especially in the regio
t'<0.4, preclude different behavior at small nonzerot' .

We performed a second set of calculations for the 832
lattice for very small values ofU ~with V50). Note that if
the persistent distortion implied in Fig. 4 were merely due
our choosing the wrong reference pointt'50 ~since exactly
at this pointDE05DETT), an apparently enhanced distortio
for nonzerot' should occur forall nonzeroU ~since the
single chain isS51 for all nonzeroU, while the coupled
chain system hasS50 for all nonzerot' and U). On the
other hand, if the results in Fig. 4 are due to the confinem
effect discussed in Sec. III D, then enhanced/persistent

TABLE II. The S50 andS51 energies of the 832 undistorted
and 2kF bond-distorted lattice forU56 andV51. The lowest en-
ergy isS50 for both undistorted and distorted cases.

t' Undistorted 2kF distortion
S50 S51 S50 S51

0.01 29.335651 29.335637 29.352522 29.352228
0.025 29.337570 29.336944 29.354380 29.353739
0.05 29.344122 29.341546 29.361083 29.358425
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tortion should occur onlyabove a threshold e-e interaction:
for weake-e interaction the behavior should resemble that
the noninteracting lattice~with enhanced or persistent disto
tion occurring for a small range oft' neart'50). We show
here the results of calculations at smallU for site distortion
~as opposed to bond distortion!, since we also report calcu
lations for very largeU below, and the bond distortion pa
tern ~the magnitude ofr 4kF

) is U dependent, but the site
distortion pattern is not. The distorted lattice here has
energies1e, 1e, 2e, 2e ~with e50.1) over four consecu-
tive sites, and ap-phase shift between the two period
rings. Since the 2kF CDW has a synergetic coexistence wi
both the r 4kF

50 BOW @Fig. 2~a!# and ther 4kF
Þ0 BOW

@Fig. 2~b!#,27 a persistent CDW also implies persistent BOW
we have confirmed this by calculating the expectation val
of the bond orders. In Fig. 18~a! we show theDE behavior as
a function oft' for both U50.5 andU51. DecreasingDE
with t' is a clear signature that the tendency to distort
here decreaseswith increasing two dimensionality, sinc
confinement at these smallU is not sufficient to give persis
tent distortion. Even though these calculations are with fix
site energies, the expectation values of the charge dens
depend ont' , and our calculated CDW amplitudes decrea
with t' , as expected from Fig. 18~a!. This behavior is ex-
actly opposite to that in Fig. 5~b!, indicating again a decreas
in distortion with t' at smallU. Finally, we emphasize tha
similar calculations have also been done with fixed 2kF bond
distortion, and once again we observe decreasingDE and
CDW amplitude with increasingt' .

We performed a third set of calculations with very lar
U5100, again with the same site distorted lattice but n
with e50.2, since at this very largeU, the energy gained
upon distortion fore50.1 is very small. The resultant BOW
here has strong 4kF component (r 4kF

Þ0), and this is why

the distorted lattice was chosen to be the 2kF CDW in this
and the above calculations, such that meaningful comp
sons between these extreme cases can be made. At this

FIG. 18. ~a! DE vs t' for the 832 lattice at smallU ~normal-
ized to the value att'50.05). Note the decrease in theDE. ~b!
DE/DE0 vs t' for the 832 lattice atU5100.
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U, the energy difference betweenS50 and S51 states is
negligible. For example, for the 1D eight-site periodic rin
DESS ~electronic energy gained in theS50 subspace, with
both undistorted and distorted states inS50)50.062 22,
while DETT ~electronic energy gained in theS51 subspace,
with both undistorted and distorted states inS51)5
0.062 24. Figure 18~b! shows theDE behavior as a function
of t' ~with e50.2 now!. An enhanced CDW~and therefore
BOW! is seen from as a function oft' , where the singlet
and triplet data points att'50 are the same. As seen in Fig
o

e
ly
c
d
e
e

to
18~b!, theDE for nonzerot' is weakly enhanced now eve
when compared toDESS at t'50. Once again, the behavio
of the CDW amplitude is in complete agreement with t
prediction from Fig. 18~b!, viz., a weak enhancement of th
CDW amplitude witht' .

Considering the above three different sets of results,
therefore conclude that the results in Figs. 4, 5~b!, and 9 are
not artifacts, and the persistent distortion is real and a t
confinement effect, as would also be expected from
‘‘variational’’ arguments in Appendix A.
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